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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to recommend a set of

Vehicle Maintenance performance measures that provide a

comprehensive assessment of service quality. A survey was

used to collect customer service inputs from Vehicle

Maintenance customers from various organizations throughout

ACC.

The research had four specific objectives: 1) identify

the customer service elements important to Vehicle

Maintenance customers; 2) identify customer perceptions

about how Vehicle Maintenance meets those elements;

3) compare the perceptions of different customer groups;and

4) recommend a set of customer oriented Vehicle Maintenance

performance measures.

Data analysis revealed that quality and timeliness were

the service factors most important to Vehicle Maintenance

customers. Analysis also indicated distinct differences

between what customers want, and what they actually receive.

Furthermore, the study revealed apparent differences in the

service needs of various customer organizations.

Based the their findings, the researchers concluded

that the most comprehensive Vehicle Maintenance performance

measurement system should incorporate both quality and

timeliness measures. Additionally, it is more appropriate

viii



for such a system to take an organizational, rather than a

base-wide, focus. Recommendations were offered to Vehicle

Maintenance managers and suggestions for future research

were given.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE ANALYSIS OF AIR COMBAT COMMAND

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE SUPPORT

I. Introduction

General Issue

The emphasis on quality service has steadily increased

in private and public industry over the past 10 years.

Experts cite two reasons for this emphasis: a growing

awareness of the importance of personal service and

increasing competition for market share (2:50). Private

industry's commitment to quality is redefining corporate

philosophies and encouraging executives to expand their

focus to include quality and value-added processes as a way

to achieve increased profits. From this quest for

excellence, two related and equally important issues have

emerged--service quality and evaluating the service

encounter (8:92).

A 1990 study conducted for the Council of Logistics

Management (CLM) noted that this new service oriented

philosophy is considerably different from the profit driven

ideology of 20 years ago. Until recently, success in

business was based primarily on product delivery. No

significant emphasis was placed on the quality of the

product, the service provided to the customer, or whether

the product served the customer's needs. But the rules have



changed; providing acceptable service is no longer good

enough. Companies are focusing on customization,

reponsiveness, and flexibility to better meet the needs of

customers. Eighty-five percent of the respondents in the

CLM study agreed that service goals should be based on

customer requirements (16:63). Therefore, to succeed, a

proactive approach to identifying customer requirements is

needed by the service organization (9:73-79).

Companies today must do more than produce a great

product; they must continue to improve and refine service.

Today when customers buy a product, they are looking for

more than just the physical commodity; they want suppliers

who provide a quality product and quality service. The 1990

CLM study also examined how customers differentiated between

suppliers in their purchasing decisions. Product quality

and service were identified as top customer concerns (9:65).

Exploratory research consistently points to customer

satisfaction and customer service as key ingredients to

successful quality programs. Leading edge firms work

diligently to satisfy customers by developing a strategy for

quality service. Most importantly, these firms have a clear

understanding of what services create value for their

customers and develop day-to-day procedures to consistently

meet their customers' needs (6:14-21). For many businesses

the product may no longer be the competitive commodity.

Product quality is a must and, in many cases, service has

become the differentiating factor. "It's hard to imagine
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any service company faring well in the decade ahead if its

service is suspect" (39:38).

With continuing pressure to reduce the budget deficit

and cut spending, the Department of Defense (DOD) is looking

for ways to improve its processes. To reach this objective

the DOD is trying to incorporate quality initiatives into

the defense process (16:1-5). While the military does not

compete for market shares or profits, quality and customer

service are emerging as important cornerstones in future

organizational strategy. The DOD Total Quality Management

(TQM) training guide stresses the importance of identifying

the customer and meeting their requirements.

The customer defines the purpose of the organization
and every process within it. Success means striving
to become the best supplier of your particular
products and services in the minds of your
customers.. .This approach to customer service
applies to each organizational process...Because the
organization and its processes exist to serve the
customer, your improvements are of no benefit unless
they are directly passed to the customer in terms of
higher quality products and services. (16:2-12)

The TQM guide identifies the following six steps as a

way to focus on the customer: 1) link organizational purpose

to customer satisfaction; 2) identify your customer;

3) ensure your processes meet customer needs, expectations,

and requirements; 4) establish routine and meaningful

dialogue with customers; 5) listen to the customer,

and 6) involve the customer in planning and decision making

(16: 2-12). This guidance clearly parallels the initiatives

of the commercial industries.
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Problem Background

In the Air Force, Vehicle Maintenance is a service

organization that potentially impacts every other

organization on base. Responsible for maintaining an entire

base vehicle fleet, which can range from 300 to 900

vehicles, Vehicle Maintenance frequently has a direct impact

on critical mission readiness. Maintenance of flightline

support, hospital, aircraft refueling, and fire fighting

vehicles are four examples. Vehicle Maintenance

organizations perform semi-annually scheduled maintenance on

each vehicle and unscheduled maintenance for unforeseen

requirements. These repairs range from an oil change on a

standard sedan to a complete engine overhaul on a 10-ton

tractor.

The standard and primary method for measuring

performance in an Air Force Vehicle Maintenance organization

is through analysis of data compiled in the On-Line Vehicle

Integrated Management System (OLVIMS). HQ USAF/LETN (Motor

Vehicle Division) has established "indicators to provide a

basis for measuring the performance of each level of motor

vehicle management" (14:30). OLVIMS provides local

maintenance managers with statistics on indicators, to

include data on vehicle-out-of-commission rates (VOC),

vehicles down for parts, vehicles down for maintenance,

labor hours, and a variety of other quantitative measures.

These statistics are compared to Air Force standards as well

as supplemental standards established by a unit's major
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command (MAJCOM) or the local area commander. OLVIMS

performance measures are useful in analyzing internal

processes like vehicle turn-around time or labor hour usage;

-however, they give little indication of the customers'

satisfaction with Vehicle Maintenance service.

Research Problem

In Vehicle Maintenance, as in any service organization,

the customer is the expert about what he or she wants, and

knowing the customer's expectations is management's first

step in being able to provide those services. However, in

Vehicle Maintenance, performance measures are still

management driven, not customer driven; no standard customer

oriented measures exist for Vehicle Maintenance managers.

Research Oblective

The objective of this research is to recommend a more

comprehensive set of Vehicle Maintenance performance

measures that integrate the ideas of product quality and

customer service to provide an overall measure of service

quality.

Specific Objectives

The specific objectives of this research are to

1) identify the customer service elements important to base

transportation Vehicle Maintenance customers, 2) identify

customer perceptions about how Vehicle Maintenance

organizations meet those elements, 3) compare the customer
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service perceptions of different customer groups (by prior

MAJCOM affiliation, organization of assignment, vehicle

fleet size, rank, and type/class vehicle operated),

and 4) recommend a set of customer oriented Vehicle

Maintenance performance measures based on the findings in

objectives 1 through 4.

ScoDe and Limitations

Because of time limitations, this research will be

limited to surveying the major customers of ACC Vehicle

Maintenance organizations. These customers are identified

as Civil Engineering, Security Police, Supply,

Transportation Vehicle Operations, and aircraft maintenance

units from both the Logistics and Operations groups.

ACC bases were choser primarily for two reasons.

First, there are no contra,: Vehicle Maintenance units in

the command. The customer service level provided by

contract maintenance units is, in part, dictated by the

nature of the contract. The inclusion of such units in this

study might bias the research results, and the performance

of contract units is a topic beyond the scope of this

research. Second, ACC consists of former Tactical Air

Command (TAC) and Strategic Air Command (SAC) bases,

providing a good mix of units with a variety of missions

requiring various levels of Vehicle Maintenance support. No

base scheduled for closure before 31 December 1993 was

surveyed.
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Investigative Questions

To meet the objectives of this research, the following

investigative questions will be answered:

1. What customer service elements are most important

to ACC Vehicle Maintenance customers?

2. How do customers perceive the performance of ACC

Vehicle Maintenance organizations with respect to those

elements identified as important?

3. Are ACC Vehicle Maintenance organizations meeting

customers' expectations?

4. Are there differences in what Vehicle Maintenance

customers identify as important customer service elements

based on the

a. base's previous major command assignment
(SAC/TAC)

b. respondent's organization of assignment
c. vehicle fleet size of the respondent's

organization

d. respondent's rank

e. primary type/class of vehicle operated

5. Are there differences in customers' perceptions of

Vehicle Maintenance performance based on the

a. base's previous major command assignment
(SAC/TAC)

b. respondent's organization of assignment

c. vehicle fleet size of the respondent's
organization

d. respondent's rank

e. primary type/cla:s of vehicle operated
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Summary

It has been established that service is the new

standard by which customers are measuring an organization's

performance. Extensive research has shown that excellence

in customer service is not a competitive edge, it is the

competitive edge (15:2). These same customer service

practices are applicable in the Air Force Vehicle

Maintenance environment. The impact Vehicle Maintenance

support has on the Air Force mission supports the need to

develop specific strategies for customer satisfaction.

This thesis is organized in five chapters. In this

chapter, a general introduction to the research topic was

provided. Chapter II will provide a review of current

literature in the customer service area and the research

studies that provided the foundation for this thesis. In

Chapter III, the methodology designed and used for this

study is described. A description of the data collected and

its analysis will be discussed in Chapter IV. Finally,

Chapter V will contain the conclusions and recommendations

of this research.
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II. Literature Review

Introduction

The objectives of this literature review were to

explore the current literature on customer service and

synthesize the important concepts in order to build a

foundation for conducting this research. The review focused

specifically on those areas most closely related to the

issues addressed in this thesis. Those subjects are 1) the

definitions of customer service, 2) previous research in

customer service, 3) establishing the importance of customer

service, 4) the service criteria most important to

customers, and 5) customer service measurements.

Customer Service Defined

Before examining definitions of customer service, it is

necessary to comment briefly on who the customer is.

Experts recognize two types of customers--those who are

internal to an organization, and those who are outside of

it. Internal customers are the recipients of products or

services within an organization who play a part in creating

the overall service experience. External customers are the

end users of a product or service; they are the reason a

service process exists (43:20). The Air Force's definition

of a customer is externally oriented, and the external

customers of base transportation are the focus of this

research.
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With that focus, the researchers compiled definitions

of customer service from several organizations and experts

on the subject. Considering those definitions, the

researchers then developed an operational definition of

customer service suitable for this study. This section

summarizes the findings of their review of customer service

definitions.

Customer service is a common phrase, but the variety of

definitions applied to it suggests it does not share a

common meaning for every organization. Gilmour listed a

number of definitions researched by Heskett that ranged from

a quantitative, functional focus (i.e. "the percentage of

items in a supplier's warehouse which might be found to be

out of stock at any given point in time" (24:84)) to a

qualitative, people-oriented focus (i.e. "the ease and

flexibility with which the customer can place his order"

(24:84)).

Despite the range of definitions for customer service,

experts agreed that they fall into specific categories.

Both the teams of Stock and Lambert and LaLonde and Cooper

refined Gilmour's range of definitions by classifying them

as performance related and activity or process related

(29:4-5; 47:114). In addition, LaLonde and Cooper referred

to a third category of definitions as those outlining

specific organizational responsibilities (i.e. "Department X

is responsible for...") (29:4). Stock and Lambert also

referred to another category in which definitions reflect a

10



basic corporate philosophy (47:114). Performance and

activity related definitions generally have a narrow focus

and lend themselves to relatively easy measurement.

Organizational and philosophy related definitions are

broader in scope and tend to be more customer oriented and

less tangible. No single type of definition is universally

applicable. The focus an organization chooses depends on

the service or product that organization provides, and who

they provide it for.

The Council of Logistics Management defined customer

service as "a process for providing significant value-added

benefits to the supply chain in a cost effective

way..."(1:73). Focusing on customer service as a product

rather than a process, Stock and Lambert considered customer

service an output of the logistics function and "a measure

of the effectiveness of the logistics system in creating

time and place utility for a product..." (47:122). Taking a

more customer oriented approach, The International Customer

Service Association focused its definition on business

activities that have customer satisfaction as their emphasis

and that provide satisfaction by fulfilling sales order

demand or information needs (1:73). Surprisingly, despite

the military's increasingly customer oriented focus, the

literature review revealed no military definitions of

customer service per se. However, the researchers did find

that it is the DOD's philosophy that the customer defines

the purpose of the organization and the quality of its

11



products and services, therefore implying that customer

service is a performance level defined by the customer

(16:2-12).

The definitions presented in this section by no means

encompassed the entire body of possible customer service

definitions, but rather were intended to provide the reader

with an idea of the varying perspectives from which leading

service organizations and experts approach customer service.

As a whole, the review of the literature on customer service

definitions revealed two important, underlying themes. The

researchers concluded that the more comprehensive

definitions 1) considered customer needs, wants and

expectations as the focus for the provided service and

2) lent themselves to some form of measurement. Considering

these two ideas, the definition of customer service the

researchers developed for the purpose of this study is

"fulfilling or exceeding customers' requirements and

expectations of Vehicle Maintenance". The researchers

consider this to be a good operational definition of

customer service for Vehicle Maintenance because it

incorporates both the ideas of defining service from the

customer's perspective and evaluating that service

quantitatively.

Research In Customer Service

This section has two objectives: 1) to establish the

importance of customer service through a review of studies

12



conducted by recognized leaders in the field of customer

service and 2) to simultaneously examine accepted research

methodologies. Specifically, studies by LaLonde and

Zinszer, Sterling and Lambert, LaLonde and others, and

Lambert and Harrington are examined in detail.

LaLonde and Zinszer, 1976. LaLonde and Zinszer's study

was conducted across industries and was exploratory in

nature. Since the concept of customer service still lacked

clear definition, one of their main objectives was to

determine how customer service was defined by the industries

involved in the study (27:8). LaLonde and Zinszer's

methodology had four phases:

a. Concept Definition. First, a literature review was

conducted on previous research and writings in the area of

customer service to establish the basic parameters for the

study. Second, a pretest of the questionnaire and field

discussions were conducted to evaluate the proposed

questionnaires and the general research design (27:9).

b. Data Collection. Data about the perceptions of the

firms' customer service were collected through a series of

mail questionnaires. The data were gathered from four

sources: the individuals responsible for product

distribution, individuals in other functional areas within

the corporation, suppliers, and customers. Personal

interviews were conducted to supplement survey information

(27:10-12).
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c. Data Analysis. Data from the four industries were

collected, edited, coded, and summarized in three

categories: 1) distribution systems, 2) costs of

distribution, and 3) customer service elements (27:13).

d. Data Presentation. After analysis, the survey

findings were organized by questionnaire stage and by type

of industry. Information from personal interviews was

integrated into the general model of customer service

(27:14-15).

LaLonde and Zinszer found that not all firms explicitly

recognized a customer service activity or function.

Additionally, they found a wide variety of customer service

interpretations. A large number of respondents described

customer service as an activity such as order processing,

handling of complaints, or troubleshooting. Some regarded

customer service and performance levels as synonymous

(27:2). The following summarizes LaLonde and-Zinszer's

findings:

a. customers were situational in evaluating customer
service, concentrating on the atypical poor
service rather than the routine, adequate service

b. most firms did not understand what their customers
really wanted in customer service

c. there was a substantial difference between how
industries viewed the various elements of customer
service

d. product availability was considered the most
important element of customer service by all of
the industries

14



e. customer service should first be a management
philosophy, preceding the establishment of a set
of specific activities

f. most firms did not measure the costs associated
with changes in customer service levels
(27:120-169).

Based on their research findings, LaLonde and Zinszer

proposed a general model for developing and evaluating a

customer service program. The model consists of the

following steps:

a. The Customer Service Audit. The first part of the

audit identifies those factors used by customers to evaluate

their suppliers. The second part focuses on competitive

service levels. The third part evaluates the management

information system support requirements. In this portion of

the audit, the current levels of customer service within the

firm are determined and any reports dealing with customer

service performance and their recipients are identified

(27:179).

b. Establish Customer Service Standards. The

standards established should reflect the customers' point of

view, provide an operational and objective measure of

service performance, and provide management cues for

corrective action. In cases where the service standards are

established as goals or targets, they must be flexible

enough to change with shifting conditions (27:180).

c. Test Cost Sensitivity of Standards. The objective

is to determine the cost implications of different levels of

performance. LaLonde and Zinszer conceptualized that the

15



higher the service level, the higher the cost of providing

and maintaining those service levels (27:186).

d. Implement Customer Service Standards. This step

involves developing an explicit and operational customer

service policy statement and thoroughly educating the

individuals involved with customer service (27:192).

According to LaLonde and Zinszer,

Without a specific [customer service] written
statement, other functional elements.. .are free to
interpret standards as they see fit. This may
result in conflicting or contradictory standards and
uncertainty in the organization as to the service
goals of the firm. (27:191)

e. Develop a Reporting System. The firm must

determine what information is needed, who needs it, how

often it is needed, and where the information can be

obtained. The objective is to provide timely information to

those accountable for the customer service strategy of the

firm (27:193).

f. Performance Evaluation. Managers must compare

actual service performance to target performance levels and

take appropriate corrective action when and where needed

(27:194).

g. Periodic Review of Standards and Programs. The

customer service standards should be reviewed periodically

and adjusted to accommodate changes in customer needs, the

environment, the firm, and the information needs of

management (27:194).
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Sterling and Lambert, 1987. Sterling and Lambert

studied customer service in the office systems and

furniture industry to determine the variables customers used

to select or evaluate suppliers and to identify appropriate

customer service and integrative marketing strategies

(46:2). They used a sequential methodology that they

believed was easily adaptable to other industries. The

methodology consisted of four phases:

a. External Audit. The external audit consisted of two

phases. In the first phase, services important to customers

were identified through personal interviews with

intermediary and end users that purchased office systems or

furniture from all the major industry competitors.

Information gathered during the interview process was

compiled and used to develop questions for the survey tool

(46:8). Prior to developing the survey, the researchers

categorized the services or variables into marketing mix

components: product, price, promotion, and customer

service/physical distribution (46:8). In phase two, the

data necessary for the research were collected using the

survey developed in phase one.

b. Internal Audit. Suppliers' internal records and

reports were audited to determine 1) existing service

levels, 2) if and how service was measured and reported to

management, and 3) the impact that changes in services would

have on the overall market share (46:9).

17



c. Evaluation of Customer Perceptions. By analyzing

the data collected during phase two of the external audit,

the researchers identified services customers used to select

or differentiate between vendors and recommended actions to

improve customer perceptions of services provided (46:9).

d. Identification of Opportunities. This phase

consisted of comparing and analyzing the variables

identified in the previous three phases to determine a

strategic marketing mix (46:9).

After analyzing the data, the researchers rank ordered

the variables identified as most important by the

respondents. Of the 16 variables identified, 10 were

related to customer service/physical distribution.

Additionally, they found that customer service/physical

distribution was an integral component of the marketing mix,

and that it offered significant opportunity for firms to

gain an advantage in the market place (46:20-28).

LaLonde, Cooper and Noordewier, 1987. The general

purpose of this study was to re-examine the field of

customer service and the changes that had taken place since

the benchmark study by LaLonde and Zinszer in 1976. The

study focused on eight industry groupings and examined the

following areas:

a. the primary themes during the past 10 years in
customer service literature

b. the primary factors that affected the customer
service area in the past 10 years, and how they
affected it

18



c. the change in the focus of customer service in the
past 10 years

d. ways to integrate customer service into the firm's
strategic plan

e. the future role of customer service (29:2).

This study took a three phased approach to research.

Phase I involved a comprehensive review of customer service

literature from 1976 to 1986. The literature review was

analyzed and served as a foundation for Phase II. The

second phase included the design and distribution of a mail

questionnaire to be answered by various service providers.

In Phase III, five case studies were conducted to illustrate

"best practice" areas of customer service (29:3).

The researchers identified several significant trends,

the most significant being that "customer service had moved

from a descriptive/reactive activity of the 1970's to a

proactive management activity of the 1980's" (29:5). They

found a notable difference in how respondents defined

customer service in 1976 and how they defined it in 1987.

Respondents in 1976 defined customer service as a narrow

function or performance standard whereas in 1987 it was

defined as a process. The researchers also identified a

shift in customer service performance expectations from a

specific point or goal to a window of acceptable

performance. Lastly, customer service was becoming an

important way of differentiating products or services for

many companies and was expected to continue to be a visible

force in the future (29:5).
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Lambert and Harrington. 1989. Lambert and Harrington

replicated the Sterling and Lambert methodology to research

customer service in the plastics industry. Their primary

purpose was to determine if the Sterling and Lambert

methodology could be generalized to other industries

(32:53). Their methodology consisted of the following

elements:

a. External Audit. The external audit consisted of

in-depth personal interviews with 30 customers to gather

data for the development of a comprehensive questionnaire.

The questionnaire was divided into five parts: r rt A

contained variables used to select and evaluate suppliers;

part B collected information about the performance criteria

important to customers; part C measured customers'

perceptions of service; part D collected information on

attitudes/opinions about specific services; and part E

collected demographic information.

b. Internal Audit. For the internal audit,

interviews were conducted with managers from service

organizations to determine 1) their opinions on which

customer service considerations were most important, 2) if

and how service to the customer was measured, and 3) any

existing performanc-e sitandards.

c. Evaluation of Customers Perceptions. A mail survey

was conducted and the results evaluated to determine

customers' perceptions of the service provided.
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d. Identification of Opportunities. The objective of

this phase was to identify areas/services which offered the

best opportunity for improved market share and/or profit

(32:46).

As a result of their study, Lambert and Harrington

concluded that by focusing on what was important to the

customer, rather than focusing on the competition, a firm

could gain an advantage in the market place. Because their

findings paralleled those of Sterling and Lambert, Lambert

and Harrington concluded that the earlier study's findings

could be generalized to other industries (32:46).

Additionally, the common findings between the two studies

confirmed to the researchers that customer service variables

are integral and necessary to industry and should be a part

of corporate strategy (32:42-58).

This section reviewed a number of studies conducted in

the area of customer service by some of the recognized

leaders in the field. Their combined research documents the

changes in the perceptions and importance of customer

service in the last 25 years and clearly demonstrates the

significance of customer service in industry today.

The Importance of Customer Service

In most industries, service is taking on new

importance. As early as the late 1970's, companies began to

realize that customer service was not just a function or

activity, but rather a corporate philosophy (27:205).
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Bowersox and others' research of 117 firms designated as

logistics leaders identified certain shared corporate

attributes regarding customer service. Significantly, all

were sensitive to the customers' needs and had a clear

understanding of what added value for their customers

(6:ii,20). To be successful, companies must do more to

serve and satisfy their customers. Specifically, customers

want quality products And quality service. Customers want

consistent, responsive, flexible service that is based on

their requirements (9:65).

Customers want proactive service. In the past, firms

often based their customer service levels on industry

standards, management judgement, or past practices-not on

what customers wanted (16:127). Today, the successful firms

will be those that are focused on customers' needs. To meet

this objective a firm must satisfy customers' wants or

needs, solve customers' problems, and give customers extra

value (49:71). To do this, suppliers must identify customer

service requirements by interacting with customers and

developing services to meet those requirements (9:70). This

process is a cycle of continuous improvement involving

defining customers' requirements, identifying opportunities

for improvement, evaluating service, and then re-examining

customers' requirements (9:71). "In the long term, service

leaders destroy service followers. The only course for

managers interested in survival is to forge and master the

ultimate weapon [customer service]" (12:217).
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Customer Service in the Military. The customer service

studies discussed establish the importance of customer

service in commercial industry. However, customer service

is no less important in military organizations. While the

military does not compete for market shares or profits, the

idea of customer service still applies in military

organizations as they interact with other units in support

of mission readiness. In 1988, when Secretary of Defense

Frank Carlucci issued the Department of Defense Posture on

Quality letter, the military embarked on its road to

quality. This letter gave top priority to the

implementation of Total Quality Management (TQM) in the DOD

and the attainment of continuous improvement in operations

(10:2). An important part of TQM "is identifying the

customer and meeting their needs" (16:2-12). The DOD Total

Quality Management pamphlet highlights the need for a

thorough understanding of the needs of all users

[customers]. Going a step further, the pamphlet says this

understanding not only provides the means for assessing

performance; it also helps the DOD to focus its future

direction and establish its future goals (17:4). In these

aspects, DOD guidance parallels the customer service

initiatives of commercial industry.

The Air Force's quality programs, coined Quality Air

Force, focus on process improvement, believing that such

improvement will result in a final product that will be

cheaper and quicker, and better meet the needs of the
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customer. Dr. Donald B. Rice, Secretary of the Air Force,

recognizes that with force restructuring, the changing

international environment, and declining budgets, the Air

Force will have to do business smarter and better in the

future (26:7). The objectives of Quality Air Force are to

create an environment of continuous, incremental improvement

through personnel empowerment and accountability, and

through focusing on the process. All these objectives

reflect a customer focus (26:9). Anne Foreman, Under-

Secretary of the Air Force, stated that

Most critical and unique to quality is a customer
focus to everything we do... By customer in total
quality, we mean all of those people and components
who rely on the product of our work. Identifying
one's customers, determining what one's customers
really want, and consistently meeting those needs
and expectations is the challenge. (26:9)

The same principles promoted in Quality Air Force have

been proven in industry and as in industry, a customer focus

is essential to the success of Quality Air Force. While the

evidence is not extensive, it is clear that senior leaders

in the DOD expect the Air Force to identify customer

requirements and meet customer needs.

Customer Service Criteria

Identifying the customer service criteria most

important to customers is key to providing the type of

service that continues to draw customers. A number of

studies conducted in the commercial sector have identified
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important customer service variables using the customers'

inputs. This section reviews some of those findings.

Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry listed and defined five

principle areas by which customers judge a service company:

a. Tangibles. The appearance of physical facilities,
equipment, personnel, and communication materials.

b. Reliability. The ability to perform the promised
service dependably and accurately.

c. Responsiveness. The willingness to help customers
and to provide prompt service.

d. Assurance. The knowledge and courtesy of
employees and their ability to convey trust and
confidence.

e. Empathy. The provision of caring, individualized
attention to customers (39:29).

Though somewhat vague, these criteria can easily be refined

for measurement and they generally encompass the range of

ideas covered in the literature reviewed. Byrne, in a study

for the Council of Logistics Management, expanded tangible

factors to include "product characteristics and quality,

ease of order placement, order accuracy and completeness,

timeliness of delivery... and support in areas such as

product design, training, maintenance and repair" (8:66).

Byrne asked customers across a variety of industries to

identify their criteria for making product sourcing

decisions and compiled the results shown in Figure 1.

Byrne's study indicated that basic product and service

quality, including stability of supply, were of primary

concern to respondents. These findings support the commonly

accepted idea that other sourcing decision variables become
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factors "only after suppliers demonstrate they can meet

product and service quality requirements" (8:65).

Product Quality 87 Bai rd cBai Product
Serie Quality u74 Oly and ervc
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Value Added
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of Policy

Ownership of Supplier 0Directives
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Percent Critically Important

Figure 1. Criteria for Product Sourcing Decisions (9:66)

Additional studies of specific service industries (i.e.

transportation, furniture and plastics) revealed that many

of the tangible and intangible factors reflected in Byrne's

study were rated as important to customers of service

organizations in general. However, the exact focus of the

most important elements may vary depending on the nature of

the industry (32:50; 28:Bl-B27). For example, a LaLonde and

Cooper study asked shippers in a variety of industries to

evaluate the importance of certain customer service elements

in selecting a public/contract warehouse. Their study

revealed that reliability of the supplier's productivity

measurement system was the most important selection criteria

among customers (13:B4).
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Reviewing management's perspective of the service

criteria most important to customers provides additional

insight to those factors contributing to the success or

failure of service organizations. Successful organizations

know what their customers want and are able to deliver it.

A Michigan State University study of leading edge logistics

firms revealed that high-performance organizations shared

several common attributes. Among them were an emphasis on

flexibility, "particularly in regard to accommodating

special or non-routine requests", a focus on how well the

company managed itself and its service to clients, use of a

wider range of customer service performance measures, and an

overriding commitment to customers (6:IV-V).

A further reflection of the service factors emphasized

by successful management was found in the scoring criteria

for the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award and the

Secretary of the Air Force Quality Award. Established in

1987 to help promote quality and productivity in American

companies, the Baldrige Award evaluates competitors in the

areas of leadership, information and analysis, strategic

quality planning, human resource development and management,

management of process quality, quality and operational

results, and customer focus and satisfaction. Patterned

after the Baldrige Award, the Air Force Quality Award was

established to help raise quality performance standards and

expectations and to promote the improvement of overall

organizational performance. The Air Force Quality Award
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evaluates competitors according to the same general criteria

outlined by the Baldrige Award (23:83; 13:1-8). Of these

seven categories, customer focus and satisfaction carries

the greatest percentage of total possible points,

emphasizing the overriding importance of customer

satisfaction, and organizations awarded the Baldrige or Air

Force Quality Award are generally recognized for their

excellence in customer service. Areas evaluated under

customer satisfaction include

a. customer expectations: current and future

b. customer relationship management

c. commitment to customers

d. customer satisfaction determination

e. customer satisfaction results

f. customer satisfaction comparison (15:15; 13:8).

These criteria indicate not only those areas by which a

company is judged for competition, but more importantly,

those standards by which customers judge the service they

receive.

If successfully identifying the service criteria most

important to customers is a key factor in outstanding

service organizations, then conversely, failing to properly

identify those criteria can prove damaging to an

organization. The disconnect between customers' service

expectations and management's perception of those

expectations is often referred to in customer service

literature as "the gap" (9:96; 40:2; 3:50). A study by
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Becker and Wellins on the important dimensions of customer

service demonstrated the gap principle on a broad scale.

The researchers asked more than 1300 customers across a

variety a industries to rate the importance of certain

aspects of customer service. A second survey asked nearly

900 customer service personnel to rate those same aspects

with regard to how important they thought the criteria were

to the customer. Both sets of ratings were based on a five

point scale, with five being the most important. A summary

of their findings is shown in Table 1. A review of the

results clearly indicates a gap between what customers and

service personnel regarded as important service criteria.

TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF RANKINGS OF IMPORTANT SERVICE CRITERIA

Customers Customer Service
Criteria Rating Personnel Rating

Job knowledge 1 2
Follow-up 2 3
Communication 3 1
Integrity 4.5 8
Motivation to

serve customers 4.5 11
Work standards 6 9.5
Customer sensitivity 7 4
Energy 8 12
Decisiveness 9.5
Resilience 9.5 6
Judgement 11 7
Impact 12 17
Planning 13 14
Flexibility 14.5 13
Situation Analysis 14.5 9.5
Initiative 16
Persuasiveness/

sales ability 17 15

(3:49-51)
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Though Becker and Wellins' study was rather general and

cut across a variety of industries, it demonstrated the gap

analysis technique often used by specific industries or

individual businesses. If "customers are the sole judge of

service quality", then gap identification and the

implementation of strategies to close the gap are crucial to

the success of any service organization (39:29).

In total, the literature revealed that while the

importance of very specific service criteria may vary among

civilian industries, customers' requirements for

reliability, responsiveness, and commitment are generally

consistent for any service organization. These criteria

often manifest themselves as specific requirements for

product or service quality such as acceptable defect rates

or service response times. The researchers found no

comprehensive federal studies that parallelled those of the

civilian sector in which customers were asked to identify

the service criteria most important to them.

Once an organization identifies the service criteria

most important to its customers, measuring its performance

with respect to those criteria is key to evaluating an

organization's overall effectiveness. The following section

discusses some methods of measuring customer service

activities.
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Customer Service Measurements

Experts in both the public and private sectors agree

that customer service measures are "one of the means by

which a company can operationalize its quality philosophy"

and that the measures' payoff is their "ability to define

and direct a company's quality improvement efforts"

(34:168). In short, "measures support improvement. This is

their key purpose" (38:3). Experts also note a distinct

difference between customer service measures and

productivity or product quality measures, because service is

an experience. Because the ultimate goal of this service is

customer satisfaction, customer service measures that

reflect a customer orientation rather than a management

orientation are more effective in driving customer service

programs (41:31; 29:8). Warren Blanding, Chairman and CEO

of the Customer Service Institute, notes that one reason

organizations have a customer service quality problem is

that while performance may be measured against standards,

all too often management is inappropriately measuring

workers' productivity against work standards that have

little to do with the quality of customer service (5:236).

The following sections examine specific customer service

measures in federal and civilian organizations.

Service Measures in Civilian OrQanizations. In 1976

LaLonde and Zinszer identified the following service

measurement categories as some of those most commonly used

by manufacturing and merchandising firms: product
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availability, order cycle time, consistency, response time,

error rates, and distribution system flexibility

(30:184, 344). Derivatives of these categories have

continued to dominate customer service literature over the

past seventeen years, as is evidenced by the following

discussion.

The Council of Logistics Management (CLM) proposed that

potential measurements for customer service management

should include both service quality and service productivity

measures, and that the exact definition of those measures

will depend on how customer service activities are defined.

Service quality measures are intended to evaluate how

effectively an organization is meeting customer

requirements, while service productivity measures evaluate

how efficiently customer service activities are administered

(9:388). The CLM suggested quality service measures focus

on what the council identified as four key service

dimensions: order cycle time, on-time delivery, order

accuracy and completeness, and customer communication.

These dimensions are considered to be those functions

required to provide quality customer service. Each

dimension can be examined as to why requirements may not be

satisfied. From this examination, potential service

measures are identified. For example, one indication of on-

time delivery performance is the number of orders not

received by customers within a standard time-frame. Reasons

for those late orders might be delays in the order entry
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process, inventory shortages, etc. Any of the factors

related to on-time delivery, including the number of on-time

deliveries itself, can become service quality measures.

Development of customer service productivity measures

follows the same idea, but productivity measures typically

focus on labor, facilities, equipment, and financial

investment (9:388-391).

Other studies developed similar measurement

identification processes. A Rhea and Schrock study to

determine appropriate measures for indicating the

effectiveness of physical distribution programs specified

the desired outcomes of those programs as effectiveness

indicators. Having identified customer satisfaction, (used

here interchangeably with customer service), as an

indicator, the next step was "operationally defining

satisfaction in terms of concepts that are observable and,

therefore, can be measured" (41:36). This first required

the identification of effectiveness determinants, or factors

that could be addressed to see if the desired outcome was

achieved. The final step was to identify effectiveness

dimensions--those independent variables that are the

observable aspects of the effectiveness determinants.

Following this methodology and using customer satisfaction

as the primary effectiveness indicator, Rhea and Schrock

suggested the measurement scheme shown in Table 2 for

physical distribution flows.
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TABLE 2

EFFECTIVENESS DETERMINANTS AND DIMENSIONS FOR
PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

Product Flows Information Flows

Determinants: What Dimensions: Determinants: What Dimensions:
Should Be Measured The Measures Should be Measured The Measures

Order Cycle Time Average Order Procedures/ Frequency
Consistency/ Entry Convenience
Variability Efficiency

Lead Times Length Invoicing/ Accuracy
Inventory Availability Billing Efficiency

Completeness/ Timeliness
Fill Rate Customer Service Formalization

Proximity of Policy/Promises Distribution
Nearest Stock to Customer

Order Condition Accuracy Order Information Availability
Damage-Free Reliability

Emergency Service/ Availability Timeliness
Rush Orders Preciseness

Rapidity
Inquiries/ Ease

Complaints Responsiveness

(41:42)

The literature review revealed that many businesses and

service organizations use methods similar to the CLM or Rhea

and Schrock techniques for determining appropriate customer

service measures. Similarly, many of the factors originally

identified by LaLonde and Zinszer as well as by both the CLM

and Rhea and Schrock studies are commonly used as measures

of customer service. A 1989 Michigan State University study

of leading edge logistic firms determined that on the

average, within leading manufacturers, wholesalers,

retailers, and hybrid businesses, the following customer

service measures were used:
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TABLE 3

CUSTOMER SERVICE MEASURES USED BY
LEADING EDGE LOGISTICS FIRMS

Percent of Firms
Measure Using Measure

Customer Feedback 87
Shipping Errors 79
On-Time Delivery 74
Fill Rate 69
Backorders 67
Stockouts 55
Cycle Time 52

(6:139)

One should note that these figures represent the

average use of each measure among the four types of

businesses surveyed, and that some industries typically

employ certain measures more or less often than other

industries. For example, though it appears that cycle time

is only used by just over half of the firms surveyed, ninety

percent of the manufacturers studied employed cycle time as

a customer service measure (6:139).

Many of the findings referenced thus far, as well as

the results of other similar but independent studies of

logistics and service industries, closely correspond to

those of the Michigan State study (45:152; 38:xii-xv). It

is apparent how many of these measures pertain to a wide

variety of businesses and services, including services with

characteristics similar to those of Vehicle Maintenance.

For example, some of the most routinely identified measures,

such as customer feedback, on-time delivery, cycle time, and

defects, are all customer service measures that could easily
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be employed in evaluating Vehicle Maintenance's performance.

Service Measures in Federal Organizations. Methods for

developing customer service measures in federal agencies are

much the same in theory as those used in the civilian

sector. The President's Council on Management Improvement

writes that

Data should be collected on features of customer
satisfaction such as responsiveness, reliability,
accuracy, and ease of access. The measurement
systems should also focus on internal processes,
especially on processes that generate variation in
quality and cycle time. When customer data indicate
a problem, or when the organization wants to raise
the level of customer satisfaction, the organization
should try improving the processes that deliver the
product or service. (42:8)

Similarly, the Federal Quality and Productivity

Improvement Program of the Office of Management and Budget

(OMB) classifies all service measures as being external

(product/service) or internal (process) measures of quality

and timeliness. Examples of quality service measures used

in public sector agencies closely parallel those identified

in the civilian sector (37:2-20; 38:xvi-xviii; 39:3-38).

The OMB offers a number of quality customer service

measures used in government maintenance agencies including

agencies of the DOD and Air Force. Those measures include

a. defects generated per unit of equipment or
per production hour

b. the percent of maintenance work that is
repeated or called back

c. the percent of equipment downtime due to
maintenance failure
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d. the ratio of maintenance actions completed on
schedule to the number of maintenance actions
scheduled to be completed (38:xvii).

Specific examples of such measures are those established for

Air Force Vehicle Maintenance units in AFM 77-310 and under

the On-Line Vehicle Integrated Management System program,

both of which are discussed in Chapter I. The researchers

note, however, that at the time of this writing certain

Vehicle Maintenance units are using new measurement criteria

that focus primarily on vehicle turn-around time (cycle

time) (48). The long-term effectiveness of this new

measurement cannot yet be determined. Research shows,

however, that cycle time measures, when not used in

conjunction with measures of defects per unit, can be

ineffective and even counterproductive. Both measures must

be used simultaneously. It is intuitive that an

organization "could improve performance on one by ignoring

the other. That is, cycle time could be reduced by not

doing the job correctly in the first place" (20:35).

The literature review of federal customer service

measures also revealed that, while customer inputs should be

considered in the development of service measures, there was

no available evidence of any formal assessment of customer

requirements. Unlike the civilian organizations and studies

reviewed, the federal literature offered only generic

measurement development strategies and gave no specific

background on the development of any single measure. Of

particular interest to the researchers was the lack of
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information concerning customer inputs or the justification

for the present Air Force Vehicle Maintenance performance

measures, hence the research problem that is the basis of

this study.

Summry

The objective of this literature review was to examine

and synthesize the ideas presented in the customer service

literature that were relevant to this research. The

specific areas addressed were 1) the definitions of customer

service, 2) past customer service research studies, 3) the

importance of customer service, 4) customer service

criteria, and 5) measures of customer service.

A number of common ideas can be drawn from both the

civilian and federal literature on customer service. To

summarize,

a) there are a wide variety of definitions of customer
service, the most comprehensive of which are based
on the needs of the customer and lend themselves
to some form of measurement

b) previous research in the civilian sector and an
increased focus on DOD and Air Force quality
initiatives have highlighted the importance of
customer service

c) managers too often mistake productivity measures for
quality service measures

d) customer service measures must have customer
satisfaction as their primary focus, and customer
inputs must be considered in establishing
measures; therefore measures are directly related
to the service criteria identified as important to
the customer
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e) order cycle time, response time, defect rate, and
product and/or information availability are among
the most common generic measures of quality customer
service in both civilian and federal organizations.

While these ideas do not address every aspect of

customer service, no comprehensive study of customer service

measures would be complete without considering these points.

Thus, these concepts help build a foundation for this

research effort and provide guidance in the search for a

more comprehensive set of Vehicle Maintenance performance

measures that provide an overall assessment of service

quality. Using adaptations from the various methodologies

examined in this literature review, the researchers will

solicit inputs from Vehicle Maintenance customers across ACC

to determine the service criteria against which Vehicle

Maintenance performance should be measured. Areas to be

specifically examined with respect to customers' perceptions

were drawn from the literature as well. Those areas are

general service (i.e. flexibility, responsiveness, etc.),

information availability, professionalism, timeliness of

maintenance, and quality of-maintenance. Chapter III will

address the specific research methodology used in this

study.
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III. Methodology

This chapter presents a description of the methodology

used to answer the research questions. The research design

for this study was patterned after the methodologies of

leading experts in the field of customer service.

Specifically, Sterling and Lambert's 1987 study and the

Lambert and Harrington's 1989 study were modified and

adapted for this research. Both of these research projects

focused on determining variables used by customers to

evaluate service provided by suppliers and consisted of the

following elements: 1) an external audit of customers to

determine the customer service variables important to the

customer; 2) an internal audit to determine existing

customer service standards and if/how service to the

customer was measured; 3) a mail survey to evaluate

customers perceptions; and 4) analysis to identify areas or

services which offered the best opportunity for improvement

(32:46). A complete discussion of these research projects

and their findings is presented in Chapter II. For the

purpose of this research, the methodology consisted of seven

elements: 1) literature review, 2) population and sample

identification, 3) external audit, 4) survey design,

5) pretest, 6) survey distribution and data collection, and

7) data analysis. The researchers' knowledge of Vehicle

Maintenance management coupled with the customer service

criteria identified during the literature review eliminated
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the need to conduct an internal audit. The remainder of

this chapter addresses each step of the research

methodology.

Literature Review

The objective of the literature review was to gain

insight into customer service, examine existing customer

service measures, and to determine customer service

criteria. The literature reviewed provided a solid

foundation for this research and guided the researchers

through the development and design of an assessment tool for

Vehicle Maintenance customer service.

Population and Sample Identification

The objective of this research was to recommend a more

comprehensive set of Vehicle Maintenance performance

measures that integrate the ideas of product quality and

customer service to provide an overall measure of service

quality. To meet this objective, the researchers conducted

a survey of Vehicle Maintenance customers to answer the

investigative questions outlined in Chapter I. The

population of interest was all Vehicle Maintenance

customers, but sampling was limited to ACC customers for two

reasons. First, there are no contract Vehicle Maintenance

units in the command. The customer service level provided

by contract maintenance units is, in part, dictated by the

nature of the contract. To include such a unit in this

study might have biased the research results. Second, ACC
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consists of former TAC and SAC bases, providing a good mix

of units with a variety of missions requiring various levels

of Vehicle Maintenance support. The research sample

therefore was a nonprobability purposive sample limited to

specific customers at ACC bases in the Continental United

States. Only bases expected to be operational after

31 December 1993 were surveyed.

Although the majority of ACC organizations are

supported by transportation services, it was the intent of

this research to survey only those customers from the

organizations that are most affected by or that regularly

interact with Vehicle Maintenance. Those major customers

are defined as organizations with proportionally large

vehicle fleets or that contribute significantly to the

Vehicle Maintenance workload. In ACC, those organizations

are Civil Engineering (CES), the Security Police (SPS),

Supply (SUPS), Transportation Vehicle Operations (TRV), and

the aircraft maintenance units from both the Logistics and

Operations Groups. In total, the vehicles belonging to

these organizations comprise approximately 70 percent of an

average vehicle fleet.

The sample population was further defined to include

the Commander, Vehicle Control Officer (VCO), and Vehicle

Control Noncommissioned Officer (VCNCO) from each sampled

organization. These individuals have a thorough

understanding of their organizations' vehicle support
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requirements as well as an informed opinion of how well

Vehicle Maintenance is meeting those requirements.

External Audit

The specific objective of this phase of the research

was to identify customer service criteria important to ACC

Vehicle Maintenance customers. To gather basic information

concerning areas of interest to Vehicle Maintenance

customers, informal telephone interviews were conducted with

fifteen customers (specifically commanders, VCOs, and

VCNCOs) selected at random from throughout ACC.

Additionally, informal personal interviews were conducted

with ten Air Force officers currently enrolled in the Air

Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) Graduate Logistics

Management program. AFIT students were selected based on

whether their assignment prior to AFIT was in SAC or TAC and

whether, during that assignment, they acted as a commander

or VCO or had routine involvement with Vehicle Maintenance

issues or the base Vehicle Maintenance organization. A

preliminary list of questions was prepared to facilitate and

standardize the interviews. Information gathered during the

interviews was used in the formulation of survey questions.

Survey Design

An anonymous mail survey was determined to be the most

efficient method of d.ta collection due to the geographic

location of ACC bases and time limitations. Questions were

designed using examples from previous AFIT theses on
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customer service, information gathered during the informal

interviews, and information from the various sources

reviewed in Chapter II. In particular, the customer

satisfaction measures used by Sterling and Lambert, Stock

and Lambert, and LaLonde and Zinszer were modified for this

survey. A preliminary survey was developed and consisted of

four parts:

a. Part A was designed to collect demographic and

administrative data that would enable the statistical

analysis necessary to answer specific investigative

questions. The specific data requested were organization of

assignment, rank, size of the vehicle fleet for which the

respondent is responsible, and the primary type/class of

vehicle for which the respondent is responsible. The

researchers identified prior major command assignment by

tracking the distribution of pre-coded answer sheets.

b. Part B was divided into five sections, each of

which targeted a specific customer service attribute. The

first section, General Service, was designed to evaluate

Vehicle Maintenance's responsiveness and flexibility to the

customers' needs. Information Availability, the second

section, evaluated the reliability and accuracy of

information provided by Vehicle Maintenance.

Professionalism of Vehicle Maintenance Personnel was

surveyed in the third section. Maintenance processing and

repair times were the primary focus of the forth section,

Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness. The final section, Vehicle
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Maintenance Quality, evaluated the quality and reliability

of Vehicle Maintenance's repairs.

In each section, respondents were first asked to rate

the importance and observed frequency of customer service

criteria. Ratings for importance and frequency were done

concurrently to eliminate question duplication in the

survey. Each question first asked respondents to rate, on a

seven point ordered metric scale, the importance they would

assign to each criterion. The importance ratings were

1 - Of No Importance

2 - Of Very Minor Importance

3 - Moderately Important

4 - Of Average Importance

5 - Very Important

6 - Of Major Importance

7 - Critically Important

Next, respondents were asked to rate the observed frequency

with which Vehicle Maintenance performs each of the

criterion, again using a seven point ordered metric scale.

Frequency ratings were

0 - Not Applicable

1 - Never (0% of the time)

2 - Seldom (1 - 20% of the time)

3 - Sometimes (21 - 40% of the time)

4 - About Half (41 - 60% of the time)

5 - Usually (61 - 80% of the time)

6 - Mostly (81 - 99% of the time)

7 - Always (100% of the time)
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The researchers believed that respondents would rate all or

most of the customer service criteria as equally important.

Therefore, within each section, the respondents were also

asked to rank the criteria in order of importance and

perceived performance.

c. Part C asked the respondents to rank order the

general customer service attributes (i.e., General Service,

Information Availability, Professionalism of Vehicle

Maintenance Personnel, Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness, and

Maintenance Quality) by their importance and perceived

performance.

d. Part D asked four open-ended questions about

customer service and provided the customer an opportunity to

respond outside the confines of the computerized scan sheet.

Pretest

The preliminary survey was pretested to verify the

clarity and validity of the measurement tool. The

researchers were specifically interested in verifying the

survey's content validity, or the extent to which the

questions provided adequate coverage of the subject. To

evaluate the preliminary survey, twenty-five AFIT students

previously assigned to maintenance, supply, transportation,

and civil engineering organizations and personnel assigned

to the ACC Transportation Directorate participated in a

pretest. The preliminary survey contained demographic

questions, customer service ordered metric and rank-ordered
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response questions, and open-ended customer service

questions. Pretest participants were asked to complete the

survey and identify any areas that were too vague or areas

that should have been included in the survey. Following the

pretest, respondents' comments were reviewed and evaluated,

and in some cases, the respondents were interviewed. The

preliminary survey was edited, and the final survey was

developed. The final survey appears in Appendix A.

Survey Distribution and Data Collection

Surveys were distributed to respondents through the

base Vehicle Maintenance Officers (VMOs). Prior

coordination with the ACC Transportation Directorate and

base transportation commanders enabled the researchers to

contact the VMOs directly with instructions on survey

distribution procedures. VMOs distributed surveys to the

CES, SPS, SUPS, TRV, and aircraft maintenance unit VCOs.

The VCOs were instructed to complete one survey themselves

and to distribute the remainder between the unit commander

and other unit vehicle control personnel. The specific

survey quantities required for each base were determined by

the number of personnel assigned to. the vehicle control

function within each squadron, and a total of 853 surveys

were distributed. Each survey package included an

instruction sheet and pre-addressed envelope.

Surveys were mailed to VMOs on 30 April 1993 with an

11 June 1993 return deadline. The researchers monitored the
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survey returns and made follow-up telephone calls to

encourage response.

Data Analysis

Data analysis was structured to answer the specific

objectives and investigative questions outlined in

Chapter I. Specifically, responses to parts B and C of the

survey were compared for differences among respondent

groups. Data was analyzed using Statistical Analysis

Software (SAS*). Cronbach' s Alpha was used to test the

reliability of all ordered metric response items. Answers

to unreliable items were considered for elimination from the

response data set before the comprehensive data analysis was

conducted.

To determine whether parametric analysis was

appropriate for this study, the following assumptions were

tested:

a. all sample population probability
distributions were normal

b. the sample variances were equal

c. the sample was randomly selected

d. measurement scales were at least interval
(35:870; 21:530).

Assumption (a) was tested using the NORMAL option of

the UNIVARIATE procedure. Histograms were constructed to

obtain visual representations of the frequency distributions

of customer groups. Assumption (b) was tested using the

UNIVARIATE PLOT procedure. Additionally, the UNIVARIATE
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procedure was used to calculate descriptive statistics for

each general attribute (mean, standard deviation, and

variance) as well as to test the assumption of normal

population distributions. Assumption (c) was made in

accordance with the rules necessary to perform parametric

analysis, even though this was a nonprobability purposive

sample. However, the researchers concluded that a violation

of this assumption was unlikely to bias the results of the

analysis, since each respondent answered independently of

the others. Additionally, the ANOVA procedure was used to

confirm that the respondent segments were sufficiently

balanced to provide statistically significant results.

Finally, although ordinal data were collected, the

researchers assumed that the data could be treated as

interval and the appropriate parametric tests conducted.

Test results did not support the assumptions listed

above, therefore, the researchers used nonparametric

techniques to determine whether statistically significant

differences existed between customer groups as described in

the hypotheses below. Specifically, Kruskal-Wallis tests

were used to identify differences in how respondent groups

ranked the importance and performance of the general

customer service attributes and the criteria associated with

each attribute. Kruskal-Wallis tests were also used to

identify significant differences in respondent groups'

ratings of the importance and observed frequency of the

general customer service attributes. The researchers tested
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only for main effects. Figure 2 summarizes these research

design tests. All analyses and tests were conducted at a

.05 level of significance.

Hypotheses were formulated in accordance with the

investigative questions set forth in Chapter I. In each

hypothesis, the phrase "customer service elements" refers to

both the general customer service attributes and the

criteria listed under each attribute:

Hola: There are no significant differences between
customer segments from prior SAC and TAC bases with regard
to their identification of the importance of customer
service elements.

Ho1b: There are no significant differences between
customer segments from prior SAC and TAC bases with regard
to their identification of the performance of customer
service elements.

H02a: There are no significant differences between
customers segmented by organization of assignment (CES, SPS,
SUPS, TRV, Aircraft Maintenance) with regard to their
identification of the importance of customer service
elements.

Ho2b: There are no significant differences between
customers segmented by organization of assignment with
regard to their identification of the performance of
customer service elements.

H03a: There are no significant differences between
customers segmented according to vehicle fleet size of the
respondent's organization (1-50, 51-100, 101-150, 151+) with
regard to their identification of the importance of customer
service elements.

H03b: There are no significant differences between
customers segmented according to vehicle fleet size of the
respondent's organization with regard to their
identification of the performance of customer service
elements.
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H,4a: There are no significant differences between
customers segmented by rank (Field Grade Officer, Company
Grade Officer, Senior NCO, NCO, Airman) with regard to their
identification of the importance of customer service
elements.

Ho4b: There are no significant differences between
customers segmentd by rank with regard to their
identification of the performance of customer service
elements.

Ho5a: There are no significant differences between
customers segmented according to the type/class vehicle
operated (general purpose, refueling, firefighting,
materials handling, LE sedans, flightline tow, other special
purpose) with regard to their identification of the
importance of customer service elements.

Ho5b: There are no significant differences between
customers segmented according to the type/class vehicle
operated with regard to their identification of the
performance of customer service elements.

Summary

This chapter presented the specific research

methodology developed and used for this study. Drawing from

ideas uncovered in the literature review, the research

design was adapted from the previous studies of Sterling and

Lambert and Lambert and Harrington. Survey design, pretest,

distribution, and data collection were also discussed.

Finally, statistical analysis of the data was described.

Initial tests did not support the assumptions necessary for

parametric analysis; therefore, the researchers used

nonparametric techniques to test for differences in how

respondents rank ordered and rated the customer service

elements. The results of this analysis are presented in

Chapter IV.
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IV. Results and Analysis

This chapter presents the results and analysis of the

data as described in Chapter III and is divided into several

sections. The survey response rate is discussed first,

followed by the results of the reliability analysis. Next,

the sample distributions and the associated assumptions from

Chapter III are discussed. Results and analysis of the

nonparametric and parametric tests are then presented as

they relate to the investigative questions from Chapter I.

Finally, the written comments from survey respondents are

addressed.

Survey Restponse Rate

As stated in Chapter III, 853 surveys were distributed

to the Vehicle Maintenance customers of interest. Of these,

466 surveys were returned, 458 of which were usable and

provided a 54 percent effective response rate. The

confidence level for results of the analysis was calculated

to be 99.02 percent based on the following formula and the

sample size:

n= N(z 2 ) *p(1-p)
(N-1) (d2) + [ (Z2 ) *p (I-p)] (1)

where
n - sample size (458)
N = population size (853)
p = maximum sample size factor (.5)
d = desired tolerance (.05)
z = factor of assurance (the unknown)

(25:12)
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Reliability Analysis

Cronbach's Alpha tests were used to ensure the

reliability of the ordered metric measurement items.

Analysis generated Cronbach coefficients of reliability

ranging from .77 to .94 for the importance and frequency

measures of the customer service attributes, indicating a

generally high reliability among items designed to measure

those attributes. Tests indicated two cases in which the

reliability of specific measures was questionable. Analysis

revealed that item numbers 103 and 104, the importance and

frequency ratings for "Fixes only customer identified

vehicle discrepancies each visit", were possibly unreliable

measures of Vehicle Maintenance Quality. Removal of those

specific measures significantly improved the Cronbach

coefficients for the overall importance and frequency

measures of Vehicle Maintenance Quality. However, the

researchers were not certain that the lower Cronbach

coefficients associated with items 103 and 104 could be

attributed to an unreliability of those measures. Besides

indicating the items were not measuring the same construct

as their associated measures, the lower coefficients could

also mean that respondents as a whole rated these items

significantly higher or lower than the other criteria

associated with Vehicle Maintenance Quality. Considering

this possibility, the researchers decided to include

responses to items 103 and 104 in their analysis. A summary
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of the reliability coefficients for the composite variables

is presented in Table 4.

TABLE 4

RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS FOR COMPOSITE VARIABLES

Question Cronbach's
Variable Numbers Aloha

General Service
Importance 5,7,9,11,13,15 .77
Frequency 6,8,10,12,14,16 .81

Information Availability
Importance 29,31,33,35,37,39 .87
Frequency 30,32,34,46,40,40 .86

Professionalism of Maintenance Personnel
Importance 53,55,57,59,61,63 .91
Frequency 54,56,58,60,62,64 .94

Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness
Importance 77,79,81,83,85,87 .90
Frequency 78,80,82,84,86,88 .89

Vehicle Maintenance Quality
Importance 101,103,105,107,109 .75 .88*
Frequency 102,104,106,108,110 .85 .90**

* Cronbach's Alpha without item 103
**Cronbach's Alpha without item 104

Sample Distribution and Assumptions

As specified in Chapter III, four assumptions were

required to perform parametric data analysis.

Assumption (a), the assumption of normality for all sample

population probability distributions, was tested using

UNIVARIATE analysis. Test results indicated that respondent

group probability distributions were not normal. Therefore,
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the researchers determined parametric techniques were

inappropriate for this analysis and all tests were conducted

using nonparametric techniques. Histograms of the

respondents' demographic characteristics (organization,

rank, fleet size, type/class vehicle operated, and prior

MAJCOM) are presented in Appendix B.

Analysis Overview

Analysis of the survey data was done in three phases.

First, rank-ordered data for the importance and performance

customer service attributes and their associated criteria

were analyzed for the entire sample using comparisons of

means. Next, the researchers tested for differences in how

various customer groups rank ordered the importance and

performance of those same attributes and criteria. Finally,

the ordered metric data were analyzed for differences

between how customer groups rated the importance and

frequency of the customer service attributes. All analysis

required Kruskal-Wallis tests which were conducted at the

.05 significance level.

Customer Service Elements--Importance and Performance

Investigative Question 1

What customer service elements are most important to ACC
Vehicle Maintenance customers?

To answer this question, the researchers first analyzed

the rank-ordered responses for the importance of the
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customer sere'ice attributes (General Service, Information

Availability, Professionalism of Vehicle Maintenance

Personnel, Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness, and Vehicle

Maintenance Quality) for the entire sample. Results of the

rank ordering for importance are presented in Table 5. The

table is structured to present the attributes in order of

importance with 1 be4.ng the most important and 5 being the

least important. All subsequent tables for ranked data are

structured in the same manner. Mean scores are provided to

give the reader an indication of the relative differences

between the ranked items. The closer the mean rank score is

to 1, the more important the item.

TABLE 5

IMPORTANCE RAmnKGs FOR CUSTOmER SmRICz ATTRINUjb
FOR THE ENTIRE SAMPLE

Order of Mean
Item Importance Score

Vehicle Maintenance Quality 1 1.54
vehicle Maintenance Timeliness 2 2.14
General Service 3 3.45
Professionalism of 4 3.66

Vehicle Maintenance Personnel
Information Availability 5 4.21

Table 5 identifies the general attributes customers

found important. The relatively high mean scores for

Vehicle Maintenance Quality and Timeliness indicate that

customers have definite preferences for these two service

attributes. Closer evaluation of the table also indicates a
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clear gap between customer preferences for quality and

timeliness and the remaining three attributes.

To further investigate the elements important to the

customers, the researchers analyzed the specific criteria

under each of the attributes. Table 6 lists the general

attributes in order of importance (as discussed earlier),

and then lists the top two criteria under each of the

attributes. For complete listings of the criteria in order

of their importance, see Appendix C.

TABLE 6

IMPORTANCE RAINGS FOR CUSTOnER SERVICE CRITERIA
FOR THE ENTIRE SAMPLE

Order of Mean

Item Importance Score

Vehicle Maintenance Ouality

Provides quality vehicle repairs 1 2.10
Fixes vehicle discrepancies the first time 2 2.48

Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness

Minimizes vehicle repair time 1 2.26
Minimizes total vehicle maintenance processing time 2 2.77

General Service

Takes appropriate action to resolve problems when
they occur 1 2.02

Consistently-meets my organization's service needs 2 2.69

Professionalism of Vehicle Maintenance Personnel

Displays a willingness to help 1 2.31
Displays concern for customers 2 2.47

Information Availability

Provides information on projected vehicle repair
completion times 1 2.07

Provides information on scheduled maintenance 2 2.64
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Tables 5 and 6 identify the attributes and criteria

customers deem most important. These results will be used

in the analysis of the second investigative question.

Investigative Question 2

How do customers perceive the performance of ACC Vehicle
Maintenance organizations with respect to those elements
identified as important?

To answer this question, the researchers first analyzed

the rank-ordered responses for Vehicle Maintenance's

performance of the customer service attributes for the

entire sample. Next, the researchers used nonparametric

Kruskal-Wallis tests to identify differences between the

respondents' importance and performance rankings of the

customer service attributes at a .05 significance level.

These differences provided the foundation for answering both

this question and Investigative Question 3 and are presented

in Table 7.

TABLE 7

IMPORTANCE AND PERFORMANCE RAmKINGS FOR ATTRIBUTES
FOR THE ENTIRE SAMPLE

Order of Order of Mean Score Mean Score
Item Importance Performance Importance Performance

Vehicle Maintenance Quality 1 2 1.54 2.91 *
Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness 2 5 2.14 3.34 *
General Service 3 1 3.45 2.54 *
GeProfessionalism of 4 3 3.66 2.98 *

Vehicle Maintenance Personnel
Information Availability 5 4 4.21 3.20 *

* Significant differences between mean ranked importance and performance
scores at a=.05
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In comparing the results of the rank-ordered importance

and performance tests, the rbsearchers noted several

differences. Although Vehicle Maintenance Quality and

Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness were ranked as the two most

important attributes, they were only ranked second and fifth

respectively on the performance scale. This implies that

Vehicle Maintenance customers want both high quality and

timely service but perceive they are not getting timely

service. The item ranked as best performed (General

Service) was ranked third on the importance scale. A review

of the specific General Service criteria reveals that all

these criteria evaluate areas involving direct interaction

with the customers and Vehicle Maintenance's responsiveness

to customers' specific needs. A high performance ranking in

this area would seem to indicate that the recent Air Force

and ACC emphasis on quality is having a positive affect on

the personal interaction skills of Vehicle Maintenance

personnel. However, its ranking as only the third most

important attribute indicates that Vehicle Maintenance must

concentrate more of its quality efforts on the items

customers ranked as most important (Vehicle Maintenance

Quality and Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness).

Finally, the researchers compared the mean ranks to

determine the degree of variation between the rankings.

Mean ranks were calculated using the following equation:
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• ,scoreB
n (2)

where
= Sum of scores

n - Number of responses for the item

A review of the mean ranked performance scores reveals that,

despite the attributes' rankings from best to least

adequately performed, on the average, customers did not rank

any specific items as being particularly well or

particularly poorly performed. Rather, the mean scores fall

between 2.54 and 3.34 and indicate that Vehicle

Maintenance's performance for all the attributes varies only

slightly, and that customers perceive their overall

performance as average.

To further investigate Vehicle Maintenance's

performance with regard to the importance criteria, the

researchers analyzed the criteria under each of the

performance attributes to determine the specific criteria

the customers identified as best performed. The researchers

then compared the top two importance criteria for each

attribute (Table 6) against their ranking on the performance

scale and tested for statistically significant differences

between the two. Table 8 displays a comparison of the top

two importance criteria and their performance rankings. As

in previous tables, the general attributes are listed in

order of importance. For complete listings of the criteria

in order of their performance, see Appendix C.
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TABLz 8

IMPORTANCE AND PERFORMANCE RANKINGS FOR CRITzRIA
FOR THE ENTIRE SAMPLE

Order of Order of Mean Score Mean Score

Item Importance Performance Importance Performance

vehicle Maintenance Quality

Provides quality vehicle repairs 1 1 2.10 2.83 *
Fixes vehicle discrepancies

the first time 2 4 2.48 3.17 *

Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness

Minimizes vehicle repair time 1 5 2.26 3.85 *
Minimizes total vehicle

maintenance processing time 2 4 2.77 3.72 *

General Service

Takes appropriate action to resolve
problems when they occur 1 1 2.02 2.56 *

Consistently meets my
organization's service needs 2 4 2.69 3.17 *

Professionalism of Vehicle Maintenance Personnel

Displays a willingness to help 1 3 2.31 3.35 *
Displays concern for customers 2 4 2.47 3.60 *

Information Availability

Provides information on projected vehicle
repair completion times 1 2 2.07 3.29 *

Provides information on
scheduled maintenance 2 1 2.64 2.21 *

• Significant differences between mean ranked importance and performance
scores at a-.05

In comparing the importance and performance criteria,

the researchers identified several differences. As shown in

Table 8, the top two criteria in all areas showed

significant statistical differences in the importance and

performance rankings. Of the twenty-nine total criteria,

only two criteria for Information Availability and one

criterion for General Service had importance or performance

rankings that were not identified as significantly
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different. The statistically significant differences

between the mean scores for these rankings could indicate

that even though a criterion has similar importance and

performance rankings, on the average, one ranking was

generally higher than the other. For example, the item

"Takes appropriate action to resolve problems when they

occur" was ranked as the most important and best performed

General Service attribute. However, its mean rank score for

importance was significantly lower than its mean rank score

for performance, indicating that while this item ranked

first in both importance and performance, customers overall

ranked its importance higher than they did its performance.

For the remaining criteria, there is a more obvious

deviation between importance and performance rankings.

For example, under Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness, the

criterion "Minimizes vehicle repair time" was ranked first

(Most Important) on the importance scale. However, it was

ranked fifth (of six) on the performance scale. This

clearly displays a difference between what the customers

want (minimum repair time) and what they actually receive.

To answer Investigative Question 2, analysis of the

comparison data for both the general attributes and the

criteria under the attributes indicated that customers do

not yet perceive that Vehicle Maintenance is meeting their

needs in the areas they deem important. Certainly, Vehicle

Maintenance is meeting some of the customers' needs, but the

significant discrepancies between the first and second
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importance and performance rankings indicate that

improvements are still necessary.

It should be noted that the rankings of the top two

performance attributes-General Service and Vehicle

Maintenance Quality-could be closely related to the quality

initiatives employed by the Air Force and ACC in the past

few years. The literature review identified that since the

onset of TQM, top DOD officials have focused on quality

performance and service. The data presented here indicate

that these initiatives are being implemented at base level.

Investigative Question 3

Are ACC.Vehicle Maintenance organizations meeting
customers' expectations?

To answer Investigative Question 3, the researchers

assumed that the attributes and criteria the customers

ranked as important were also the items they expected to

receive from Vehicle Maintenance. As discussed in

Investigative Questions 1 and 2, customers identified those

attributes and criteria important to them and how they

perceived Vehicle Maintenance's performance in those same

areas. As Table 8 indicates, there is a difference between

those attributes and criteria customers find most important

and their perceptions of Vehicle Maintenance's performance

in those same areas. Specifically, and perhaps most

obviously, high importance and low performance rankings for

Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness and its associated criteria
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indicate that Vehicle Maintenance is failing to provide its

customers with the timely service they desire. As discussed

earlier, the overall rankings indicate that Vehicle

Maintenance customers want both high quality and timely

service, but perceive they are not getting timely service.

Other discrepancies might indicate similar problem areas.

For example, the General Service importance ranking of 3 and

performance ranking of 1 could imply that Vehicle

Maintenance's customer service efforts are not producing

what customers feel is most important. It might also

indicate that efforts are appropriately focused, but that

Vehicle Maintenance Management lacks sufficient resources or

tools to support those efforts.

There are a number of possible reasons for

discrepancies between attribute and criteria importance and

performance rankings. The specific reasons are beyond the

scope of this research. However, based on this analysis,

the researchers can conclude that Vehicle Maintenance is not

meeting its customers' highest expectations.

Differences Between Customer Groups

While rankings for the entire population provided

useful information, the researchers were also interested in

determining if responses differed between specific customer

groups. Such differences could provide Vehicle Maintenance

managers with information to guide them in focusing their

customer service efforts--and the associated measures--to
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meet specific customer groups' needs. This was the focus of

Investigative Questions 4 and 5 as presented below:

Investigative Question 4

Are there differences in what Vehicle Maintenance
customers identify as important customer service elements
based on the

a. base's previous Major Command assignment
(SAC/TAC)

b. respondent's organization of assignment
c. vehicle fleet size of the respondent's

organization
d. respondent's rank
e. primary type/class of vehicle operated

Investigative Question 5

Are there differences in customers' perceptions of
Vehicle Maintenance performance based on the

a. base's previous Major Command assignment
(SAC/TAC)

b. respondent's organization of assignment
c. vehicle fleet size of the respondent's

organization
d. respondent's rank
e. primary type/class of vehicle operated

To guide the analysis, the hypotheses presented in

Chapter III were developed from Investigative Questions 4

and 5. Hypotheses were structured according to customer

groups and were designed in pairs. The first hypothesis in

each pair tested for differences in how the customer groups

assessed the importance of the customer service elements.

The second hypothesis investigated whether there were

differences in how customers perceived Vehicle Maintenance's

performance in those areas. Nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis
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tests were selected and structured to specifically analyze

the data and answer the hypotheses. This section examines

the test results for those hypotheses. All tests were

conducted at the .05 significance level.

For each pair of hypotheses, the data was analyzed in

three steps. The first step was to determine if the

respozdent groups significantly differed in their ordered

metric ratings of the importance and/or displayed frequency

of the customer service attributes (note that frequency

refers to "how often" while performance refers to "how

well"). Ordered metric ratings for each item were assigned

according to the seven point scale described in Chapter III.

Because of the strong possibility that respondents would

rate all or most of the customer service attributes as

critically important, the respondents were also asked to

rank order the attributes from most important/best performed

to least important/least adequately performed. The next

step, then, was to determine if there were significant

differences in how respondent groups rank ordered the

importance and/or performance of the customer service

attributes. The third step was to determine if the customer

groups differed in their importance and/or performance

rankings of the specific criteria pertaining to each of the

attributes.

To facilitate discussion of the analysis, the remainder

of this chapter is presented according to the research

hypotheses. The discussion following each pair of
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hypotheses focuses on the three step analysis discussed

above. For each hypotheses pair, differences between how

customer groups rank ordered the importance and/or

performance of the customer service attributes are discussed

first. Next, differences in how customer groups rank

ordered the importance and/or performance of the specific

criteria pertaining to each attribute are presented. Then,

differences in customer groups' ordered metric ratinqs for

the importance and/or observed frequency of the attributes

are examined. Finally, the researchers present some general

observations concerning the test results as they relate to

each hypotheses pair.

Hola: There are no significant differences between
customer segments from prior SAC and TAC bases with
regard to their identification of the importance of
customer service elements.

Holb: There are no significant differences between
customer segments from prior SAC and TAC bases with
regard to their identification of the performance of
customer service elements.

The researchers were interested in determining if

customers from prior TAC and SAC bases placed different

emphasis on customer service elements, possibly reflecting

differences in the prior command missions, quality program

emphasis, training, etc. Nonparametric tests did reveal

statistically significant differences between how

respondents from the two MAJCOMs ranked the overall

importance and performance of two of the general customer
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service attributes. Those differences are presented in

Table 9.

TABLE 9

DIFFERENCES IN A!!RI3m RINKIUS BY PRIOR MAJCOM
AT A .05 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

Kruskal-Wallis
Attribute Mean Rank Sums

(TAC / SAC)

Professionalism of Vehicle Maintenance Personnel
Performance 158.47 / 180.50

Information Availability
Impartance 157.85 / 186.01

As stated in Chapter III, SAS* was used for all data

analysis. To calculate the mean rank sum for the Kruskal-

Wallis tests, all responses were first organized into rank

order from highest to lowest. Next, the ranked positions

for the responses from a particular customer group were

summed and the total was divided by the number of

respondents from that group. For example, suppose there

were 50 respondents for a particular item, and only two of

those respondents were from SAC. Also suppose that the two

SAC respondents ranked the item higher than all other

respondents. These responses would be ranked in the highest

two positions and would therefore be assigned ranked scores

of 49 and 50. Therefore, SAC's mean rank sum would be 49.5

([49+501/2). The equation for the mean rank sum is
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n (3)

where
- Sum of ranked position scores

n - Number of respondents for the item

This process explains the unusually high mean sum

scores for all the Kruskal-Wallis tests. When reviewing the

rank-order tables, recall that the rank-order scales used on

the survey identified 1 as the most important/best performed

item and 5 as least important/least adequately performed

item. Therefore, when comparing the two numbers, a lower

number reflects the more important/better performed item.

When disc'.ssing these tables all references by the

researchers to higher rankings or higher scores will refer

to an items' higher importance or higher performance rather

than to the size of the numeric score itself. All tables

presenting Kruskal-Wallis test results display two

comparative mean scores with the more important/better

performed item in the left column.

For example, when comparing the TAC and SAC scores

(157.85 and 186.01 respectively) on Information Availability

from Table 9, the TAC score is the higher score because it

indicates the item ranked as mora important. Therefore, the

researchers conclude that overall TAC respondents place more

importance on the availability of information than did SAC

respondents.
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Nonparametric tests also revealed statistically

significant differences between how respondents from the two

commands rank ordered five of the twenty-nine customer

service criteria. A summary of those findings appears in

Table 10.

TABLE 10

DIFFERENCES IN CRXTzR3tL RANKIRG FOR PwRFORuR BY MAJCOM
AT A .05 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

Kruskal-Wallis
Criteria Mean Rank Sum

(TAC / SAC)
General Service

Takes appropriate action ti. resolve
problem when they occur 154.81 / 192.38

Information Availability

Minimizes effort to reach maintenance
service personnel by telephone 157.49 / 181.11

Provides information on changes to
maintenance policies 190.06 ./ 166.89

Professionalism

Displays military bearing 163.80 / 186.98

vehicle Maintenance Timeliness

Minimizes vehicle turn-in time 161.77 / 184.25

Of the five areas identified as significantly

different, respondents from former TAC bases ranked the

performance of customer service elements higher than did

customers from former SAC bases in four of the five cases.

TAC respondents' higher performance rankings for many of the

customer elements in Table 10 might indicate differences in

the customer service emphasis by Vehicle Maintenance

management at former TAC and SAC bases.
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The researchers believe it is also meaningful that

there were no significant differences for the importance

rankings of the customer service criteria. Furthermore,

respondents differed on the importance ranking of only one

general attribute. In other words, no matter what the

customers' prior MAJCOM affiliation, customers throughout

ACC share a common understanding of what constitutes high

quality service. The researchers believe this could be a

reflection of the increased emphasis on Quality Air Force.

H02a: There are no significant differences between
customers segmented by organization of assignment (CES,
SPS, SUPS, TRV, Aircraft Maintenance) with regard to
their identification cf the importance of customer
service elements.

H,2b: There are no significant differences between
curtomers segmented by organization of assignment with
regard to their identification of the performance of
customer service elements.

The researchers were interested in analyzing the

differences in the responses for each organization. They

suspected that any significant differences could provide

Vehicle Maintenance managers with information that would

allow them to focus their customer service efforts according

to an organization's specific needs. Analysis did reveal

statistically significant differences in how respondents

from various organizations rank ordered the importance

and/or performance of four of the five customer service

attributes. Those differences are presented in Table 11.
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TABLE 11

DIFFERENCES IN ATTRIBUTE RIkKINGS BY ORGANIZATION
AT A .05 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

Kruskal-Wallis
Attribute OrQanizations Mean Rank Sum

General Service
IZortance SPS - CES 154.85 / 214.01

SUPS - CES 163.34 / 214.01

Professionalism of vehicle Maintenance Personnel
IZortance SPS - SUPS 157.38 / 200.34

TRV - SUPS 152.96 / 200.34

Performance A/C Maint - SPS 148.66 / 194.01
A/C Maint - SUPS 148.66 / 193.86
A/C Maint - TRV 148.66 / 196.42

vehicle Maintenance Timeliness
Importance CES - TRV 155.17 / 232.62

A/C Maint - TRV 156.79 / 232.62
Other - TRV 169.51 / 232.62

Performance Other - CES 136.21 / 189.49
Other - A/C Maint 136.21 / 195.64

Vehicle Maintenance Quality
Performance SUPS - A/C Maint 158.63 / 215.35

TRV - A/C Maint 143.63 / 215.35

CES - Civil Engineering TRV - Transportation Vehicle
SPS - Security Police Operations
SUPS - Supply A/C Maint - Aircraft Maintenance
OTHER - Logistics/Operations Group Commanders and operational

squadron commanders responsible for aircraft maintenance

Of the differences presented in Table 11, the

researchers noted two particular trends. First, Aircraft

Maintenance personnel ranked Vehicle Maintenance's

performance in the area of professionalism significantly

higher than did Security Police, Supply, or Vehicle

Operations personnel. Possible motivations behind this

higher ranking are unclear and require further

investigation.

Second, Vehicle Operations personnel ranked the

importance of Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness significantly

lower than did Civil Engineering, Aircraft Maintenance, or
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"Other" personnel. This decreased emphasis on the

importance of timeliness might be due, in part, to the fact

that Vehicle Operations, by nature of its vehicle management

responsibilities and general purpose fleet structure,

generally has ready access to substitute vehicles when a

vehicle goes in for maintenance. It may also be due to the

fact that Vehicle Operations is part of the Transportation

Squadron and therefore receives preferential treatment from

Vehicle Maintenance. In either case, timeliness appears to

be less of an issue for Vehicle Operations than it is for

organizations with a few pieces of highly specialized

equipment.

Examining organizational differences in the importance

and performance rankings for the specific criteria

pertaining to each attribute can provide further insight

into which areas Vehicle Maintenance should focus its

service efforts to better meet its customers' needs.

Table 12 lists the organizational differences in the ranked

criteria.

Before examining Table 12 in detail, several

observations warrant discussion. First, note that not every

attribute identified in Table 11 is listed in Table 12 (i.e.

Professionalism of Vehicle Maintenance Personnel and Vehicle

Maintenance Quality). This implies that while organizations

may differ in their importance and/or performance rankings

of these attributes, they generally do agree on the
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importance and/or performance of the specific criteria

associated with each attribute.

TABLE 12

DIFFERENCES IN CR=TzR& PiuKrIAG BY ORGANIZATION
AT A .05 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

Kruskal-Wallis

Criteria Organizations Mean Rank Scores

General Service

Operates hours that accommodate my organization's work schedule
Performance CES -SPS 142.50 / 199.95

Works to accommodate my organization's special requirements
Performance A/C Maint - SUPS 167.12 / 217.75

SPS - SUPS 156.27 I 217.75
Other - SUPS 166.09 I 217.75

Provides after-hour maintenance support
Importance SPS - CES 132.16 / 186.05

SPS - SUPS 132.16 / 199.97
SPS - TRV 132.16 / 193.28
SPS - Other 132.16 / 199.20

Information Availability

Provides information on scheduled maintenance
Importance CES - Other 158.28 / 224.08

SPS - Other 147.98 / 224.08
SUPS - Other 170.20 / 224.08
"PS - A/C Maint 147.98 / 203.04

Provides information on changes to repair completion times
Importance CES - SPS 156.65 I 211.70

Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness

Minimizes vehicle turn-in time
Performance A/C Maint - SPS 154.38 / 211.22

A/C Maint - Other 154.38 / 209.58

Meets estimated vehicle repair schedule
Importance Other - CES 127.68 / 195.02

SUPS - A/C Maint 152.66 / 211.09
Other - A/C Maint 127.68 / 211.09

Minimizes vehicle repair time
Importance CES - TRV 156.99 / 224.39

SUPS - TRV 174.82 / 224.39
Other - TRV 160.44 / 224.39

Performane TRV - A/C Maint 150.30 / 206.33

Minimizes time to answer my questions
Performance CES - SUPS 155.26 / 206.18

CES - TRV 155.26 / 220.78
A/C Maint - TRV 164.66 / 220.78

CES - Civil Engineering TRV - Transportation Vehicle
SPS - Security Police Operations
SUPS - Supply A/C Maint - Aircraft Maintenance
OTHER - Logistics/Operations Group Commanders and operational

squadron commanders responsible for aircraft maintenance
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One should also note the appearance of organizational

differences for the rankings of criteria related to

Information Availability in Table 12, while this attribute

does not appear in Table 11. This implies that while some

organizations differed in their importance rankings for at

least one criterion under Information Availability, customer

organizations were generally in agreement on the importance

and performance rankings of Information Availability with

respect to the other customer service attributes.

Table 12 reflects many statistically significant

organizational differences in importance and performance

rankings for specific criteria. First, note that Security

Police ranked the importance of after-hours maintenance

support significantly higher than four other organizations.

Such emphasis on after-hours maintenance support could be

attributed to the Security Police's around-the-clock mission

and should signal a possible area of concern for Vehicle

Maintenance managers.

Next, note that Supply ranked the performance for

"Works to accommodate my organization's special

requirements" as significantly lower than three other

customer groups. These differences indicate that while this

criterion is as important to Supply as it is to other

organizations, Supply personnel do not believe that Vehicle

Maintenance performs as well in this area as do some other

organizations. From this, one might infer that Vehicle

Maintenance fails to provide its Supply customers with the
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same level of support in this area as it does other

customers.

The third area of interest concerns the significant

differences in importance rankings for "Provides information

on scheduled maintenance". The lower rankings assigned to

this criterion by those customers comprising the "Other"

category may be due to the fact that by nature of their

positions, those individuals are somewhat removed from the

immediate information loop and rely largely on secondary

information passed on from their vehicle control officers.

Finally, note that Vehicle Operations ranked "Minimizes

vehicle repair time" as significantly less important than

did Civil Engineering, Supply, and "Other" customers. This

supports earlier indications that Vehicle Maintenance

Timeliness was significantly less important to Vehicle

Operations than it was to other customer organizations.

Next, the researchers tested for organizational

differences in the ordered metric importance and frequency

ratings of the customer service attributes. Those

differences are displayed in Table 13.

Because Kruskal-Wallis was also used to test for rating

differences, all calculations were similar to those

described earlier for rank-ordered differences. Therefore,

all tables for rated differences are interpreted in the same

manner as those for ranked differences, with one fundamental

difference. Because importance and frequency ratings were

assigned on a seven point ordered metric scale with 1 being
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the least important/least frequently observed score and 7

being the most important/most frequently observed score,

ratings with higher mean rank scores are more important/more

frequentlv observed than ratings with lower mean rank

scores. For example, Table 13 indicates Civil Engineering

rated General Service frequency higher than did Aircraft

Maintenance (mean rank sums were 188.75 and 136.27

respectively).

TABLE 13

DIFFERENCES IN ATTRu RATINGs BY ORGANIZATION
AT A .05 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

Kruskal-Wallis

Attribute Organizations Mean Rank Sums

General Service

Freqpency CES - A/C Maint 188.75 / 136.27
SUPS - A/C Maint 220.93 / 136.27
TRV - A/C Maint 229.11 / 136.27
Other - A/C Maint 189.95 / 136.27

Information Availability

Frzvqency SUPS - A/C Maint 227.53 / 176.49
TRV - A/C Maint 232.78 / 176.49
TRV - CES 232.78 / 179.50
TRV - Other 232.78 / 180.45

vehicle Maintenance Timeliness

Frequency SUPS - A/C Maint 240.76 / 186.53
SUPS - CES 240.76 / 172.21
TRV - CES 232.33 / 172.21

Vehicle Maintenance Quality

Frzquency SUPS - CES 250.22 / 193.87
SUPS - A/C Maint 250.22 / 194.15
SUPS - Other 250.22 / 194.91
TRV - CES 253.90 / 193.87
TRV - A/C Maint 253.90 / 193.87
TRV - Other 253.90 / 194.91

CES - Civil Engineering TRV - Transportation Vehicle
SPS - Security Police Operations
SUPS - Supply A/C Maint - Aircraft Maintenance
OTHER - Logistic/Operations Group commanders and operational

squadron commanders responsible for aircraft maintenance
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A review of Table 13 reveals some interesting trends.

Note that there were no statistically significant

organizational differences in importance ratings for any of

the attributes. As discussed earlier, the researchers

suspected most respondents would rate all or most of the

attributes as critically important (hence the subsequent

request that customers rank order the attributes in order of

their importance). While the researchers cannot conclude

that all customers rated each attribute as critically

important, this lack of differences in importance ratings

from customer organizations does indicate that generally,

all attributes are of equal importance to all the

organizations surveyed.

Next, it is interesting to note that, for the frequency

differences reflected in Table 13, Supply and Vehicle

Operations generally rated Vehicle Maintenance higher (i.e.,

they observed the given attributes more often) than did

Aircraft Maintenance and Civil Engineering. These

differences may be due to the differences in the types of

vehicles assigned to each organization. Vehicle Operations

and Supply personnel usually operate general purpose

vehicles, while Aircraft Maintenance and Civil Engineering

personnel operate special purpose vehicles and equipment.

Given the different vehicle types, one might infer that

Vehicle Maintenance does not meet the needs of customers

with special purpose equipment as frequently as it does for

those customers with general purpose vehicles. This
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possibility will be examined later in the discussion of

importance, performance, and frequency differences according

to vehicle type.

A quick review of Tables 11, 12, and 13 reveals a

number of significant differences in the importance

organizations place on the customer service attributes and

criteria, and in their perceptions of Vehicle Maintenance's

performance and frequency in providing those elements. The

following section examines those same elements with respect

to customer differences by vehicle fleet size.

H.3a: There are no significant differences between
customers segmented according to vehicle fleet size of
the respondent's organization (1-50, 51-100, 101-150,
151+) with regard to their identification of the
importance of customer service elements.

H.3b: There are no significant differences between
customers segmented according to vehicle fleet size of
the respondent's organization with regard to their
identification of the performance of customer service
elements.

As with the other customer characteristics, the

researchers believed analysis of the rank-ordered importance

and performance of the customer service attributes according

to respondents' vehicle fleet sizes might provide valuable

insight for developing and customizing service strategies.

Table 14 displays the statistically significant aifferences

in how customers with various fleet sizes rank ordered the

importance and performance of the customer service

attributes.
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TABLE 14

DIFFERENCES IN ATTRIBUTE RANXIIGS BY FLEET SIZE
AT A .05 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

Kruskal-Wallis
Attribute Fleet Size Mean Rank Sums

Professionalism of Vehicle Maintenance Personnel
Importance 2 - 3 164.89 / 215.38

4 - 3 149.00 / 215.38

vehicle Maintenance Quality
Perfan 1 - 3 174.74 / 239.81

2 - 3 195.51 / 239.81
4 - 3 142.42 / 239.81
4 - 2 142.42 / 195.51

1 - 1 to 50 vehicles 3 - 101 to 150 vehicles
2 - 51 to 100 vehicles 4 - 151 or more vehicles

As Table 14 indicates, there were very few variations

in how respondents' with various fleet sizes ranked the

importance or performance of the customer service

attributes. Significant differences existed for only two of

the ten ranked areas. This lack of variation is itself

significant, as it indicates that Vehicle Maintenance

Quality and Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness, ranked

respectively as the first and second most important

attributes by customers as a whole, are no more or less

important to customers with large vehicle fleets than they

are to those with relatively small fleets. However, of

those differences reflected in Table 14, it is interesting

to note that respondents with a fleet size of 101 to 150

vehicles ranked the performance factor of Vehicle

Maintenance Quality significantly lower than did customers

with other fleet sizes. This may indicate that while all
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customers place nearly the same level of importance on

Vehicle Maintenance Quality regardless of fleet size, those

with 101 to 150 vehicles perceive Vehicle Maintenance's

performance with respect to quality as significantly lower

than do those with larger or smaller fleets. Consequently,

vehicle Maintenance may need to concentrate specifically on

the quality of maintenance provided to customers with

relatively large (101-150 vehicles) fleets.

Table 14 also indicates that customers with a fleet of

101 to 150 vehicles ranked the importance of

"Professionalism of Vehicle Maintenance Personnel"

significantly lower than did those with the next smallest

and largest fleet sizes. The possible implications of this

lower ranking are unclear to the researchers, but therc, is

little reason to believe that they are related to the lower

importance rankings for Vehicle Maintenance Quality.

The analysis for differences in importance and

performance rankings of the specific criteria associated

with each customer service attribute again revealed very few

significant differences among respondents of varying fleet

sizes. Table 15 summarizes those differences. The lack of

variation in Table 15 is significant in that it also

indicates that regardless of their fleet size, customers

generally agree on the importance of customer service

criteria and on Vehicle Maintenance's performance with

respect to those criteria.
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TABLE 15

DIFFERENCES IN CRITURIA RANKINGS BY FLEET SIZE
AT A .05 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

Kruskal-Wallis

Criteria Fleet Size Mean Rank Sums

Professionalism of Vehicle Maintenance Personnel

Displays concern for customers
Importance 3 - 1 136.25 / 197.14

Vehicle Maintenance Quality

Provides quality vehicle repairs
Importance 2 - 3 166.33 / 224.21

4 - 3 158.48 / 224.21

1 - 1 to 50 vehicles 3 - 101 to 150 vehicles
2 - 51 to 100 vehicles 4 - 151 or more vehicles

Tests for differences in the importance and frequency

ratings of the customer service attributes revealed no

significant differences according to customers' vehicle

fleet sizes. This absence of variation indicates that,

given a choice, customers rated the importance of all the

attributes generally the same, regardless of fleet size. It

also implies that the perceived frequency with which Vehicle

Maintenance performs those attributes is basically the same.

Considering the relatively few differences in how

customer groups with various fleet sizes evaluated the

importance, performance, and frequency of the customer

service elements, the researchers concluded that vehicle

fleet size is not a major variable of concern in

indentifying customer service requirements.
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Ho4a: There are no significant differences between
customers segmented by rank (Field Grade Officer, Company
Grade Officer, Senior NCO, NCO, Airman) with regard to
their identification of the importance of customer
service elements.

Ho4b: There are no significant differences between
customers segmented by rank with regard to their
identification of the performance of customer service
elements.

The researchers believed that significant differences

in customer service importance and performance rankings

among respondents of various ranks might further reflect the

different perspectives from which customers evaluate the

importance and performance of service elements. The

statistically significant differences for importance and

performance rankinqs according to respondents' rank are

presented in Table 16.

TABLE 16

DIFFERENCES IN ATTRIBUTE RANKiNGs BY RANK
AT A . 05 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

Kruskal-Wallis
Attribute Rank Mean Rank Sums

Professionalism of vehicle Maintenance Personnel
Importance FGO - CGO 134.87 / 165.64

FGO - NCO 134.87 I 184.23

Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness
Importance CGO - Airman 152.35 / 212.41

SNCO - Airi..an 156.81 / 212.41

Vehicle Maintenance Quality
Importance FGO - Airman 132.68 / 193.38

Performance FGO - CGO 135.41 / 179.96
FGO - SNCO 135.41 / 177.77
FGO - NCO 135.41 / 187.88
FGO - Airman 135.41 / 170.04

FGO - Field Grade Officer SNCO - Senior NCO
CGO - Company Grade Officer NCO - Noncommissioned Officer
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Table 16 shows differences in three of the importance

and performance customer service attributes. In general,

for items identified as significantly different, managers

(Field Grade Officers, Company Grade Officers, and Senior

NCOs) ranked the items more important or better performed

than did non-managers (NCOs and Airmen). Of particular

interest were the significant differences identified for

Vehicle Mainteneance Timeliness and Vehicle Maintenance

Quality. As discussed previously, these were the top two

importance attributes for the entire sample (Table 5). For

Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness, managers (Company Grade

Officers and Senior NCOs) ranked the importance of the

attribute significantly higher than did Airmen. This

implies that while there is general agreement that Vehicle

Maintenance Timeliness was the second most important

attribute, there are significant differences between the

various ranks concerning just how important it really is.

Since managers are typically the officers and senior

noncommissioned officers-in-charge of flights, they are very

interested in any factors that directly affect their

operations. The high ranking by managers in the area of

Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness suggests that these managers

understand the potential impact Vehicle Maintenance has on

their missions. Therefore, they place more value on the

timeliness of maintenance service than Airmen who may not

see the overall effect of long term maintenance.
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For Vehicle Maintenance Quality, Field Grade Officers

ranked Vehicle Maintenance's performance higher than any

other group and ranked its importance higher than did

Airmen. There are a number of possible reasons for these

differences. Within the respondent group, Field Grade

Officers were organizational or group commanders. Such

commanders generally experience very little direct

interaction with Vehicle Maintenance and consequently must

rely on their Vehicle Control personnel or prepared reports

to identify problems. Therefore, it is unlikely that

commanders are aware of any day-to-day maintenance problems

within their vehicle fleets unless they impact the mission.

Problems of this nature are the exception rather than the

norm and it is likely that Field Grade Officers interpret

this lack of problems as "good quality". Field Grade

Officers also ranked the importance of Vehicle Maintenance

Quality higher than Airmen. Again, this implies that the

Field Grade Officers understand the critical importance of

maintenance to their mission effectiveness. Conversely,

Airmen and NCOs ranked Vehicle Maintenance Quality

significantly lower on the performance and importance scales

than did managers. The researchers suspect that the Airmen

and NCO respondents had regular interaction with Vehicle

Maintenance in their positions as Vehicle Control

Officers/NCOs. In these positions, they were likely to

experience more inconsistencies in the quality of the

maintenance performed by Vehicle Maintenance than did their
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managers. Thus, people who have direct interaction with

Vehicle Maintenance are less satisfied with the quality of

maintenance than managers who do not directly interact with

Vehicle Maintenance.

To further investigate the differences in the

importance and performance rankings, the researchers

analyzed the criteria for each attribute by respondents'

rank. Table 17 presents the significant differences for the

criteria by rank.

TABLE 17

DIFFERENCES IN CRxTZRxA EiIKNGS BY RANK
AT A .05 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

Kruskal-Wallis

Criteria Ranks Mean Rank Sums

General Service

Provides after-hour maintenance support
Importance Airman - FGO 149.63 / 202.32

Provides training programs to suit my
organization's needs

Importance Airman - FGO 128.02 / 174.22
Airman - CGO 128.02 / 179.00
Airman - NCO 128.02 / 190.28

Frequency CGO - SNCO 131.18 / 194.13

.Information Availability

Provides information on projected vehicle
repair completion times

Importance FGO - Airman 160.73 / 238.74
CGO - Airman 155.94 / 238.74
SNCO - Airman 172.91 / 238.74
NCO - Airman 177.59 / 238.74

Provides information on changes to
projected repair completion times

Importance FGO - Airman 178.86 / 234.86
CGO - Airman 152.44 / 234.86
SNCO - Airman 167.04 / 234.86
NCO - Airman 174.89 / 234.86

FJreqency FGO - CGO 144.60 / 197.64

FGO - Field Grade Officer SNCO - Senior NCO
CGO - Company Grade Officer NCO - Noncommissioned Officer
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TABLE 17 (coNTiuuED)

Kruskal-Wallis
Criteria Ranks Mean Rank Sums

Information Availability

Minimizes the effort to reach maintenance
service personnel by telephone

Frequency CGO - FGO 143.59 / 200.62
Airman - FGO 144.03 / 200.62

Provides information on changes to
maintenance policies

Importance Airman - CGO 129.97 / 195.03
Airman - NCO 129.97 / 184.41

Professionalism of vehicle Maintenance Personnel

Displays courtesy
Importance Airman - FGO 141.52 / 203.94

Airman - CGO 141.52 / 194.85

vehicle Maintenance Timeliness

Meets estimated vehicle repair schedule
Frequency FGO - Airman 141.96 / 205.52

Minimizes vehicle repair time
Frequency FGO - CGO 139.61 / 196.63

Airman - CGO 137.26 / 196.63

vehicle Maintenance Quality

Provides quality vehicle repairs
Importance SNCO - Airman 157.95 / 209.48

FGO - Field Grade Officer SNCO - Senior NCO -

CGO - Company Grade Officer NCO - Noncommissioned Officer

As Table 17 shows, customers differed in their

importance and/or performance rankings of at least one

criterion under each customer service attribute. In

analyzing the data, the researchers again identified a trend

in the rankings by managers and non-managers. In general,

managers ranked areas that directly related to management

functions (i.e., "Provides information on projected vehicle

repair completion times" and "Provides information on

changes to projected repair completion times") as more

important or better performed than did Airmen. Conversely,

Airmen were more interested in interactive activities and
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ranked those criteria as more important. Specifically,

Airmen ranked "Provides training programs to suit my

organization's needs", "Provides information on changes to

maintenance policies", and "Displays courtesy" as more

important than did other groups. These trends provide

further support for the conclusion that people are most

interested in the areas that directly involve them (i.e.,

managers and supervisors are most interested in management

information while Airmen are most interested in the direct

interaction activities).

Significantly, these findings could imply that

different members within a single organization have

different ideas about what is important to them. The

researchers believe this has serious ramifications for

Vehicle Maintenance managers who are trying to determine

their customers' needs and then meet those needs. As

discussed in Chapter II, one of the keys to designing a

customer service strategy is determining what customers

want. If members within an organization do not agree on

what customer service is, then Vehicle Maintenance will not

be able to establish a customer service strategy to support

that organization and will probably never be able to really

improve customer service. This suggests that an

organization needs to build a consensus as to what it, the

customer, considers important.

The last step in analyzing the differences between the

groups was to evaluate the importance and frequency ratinQs
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of the attributes. The results of this analysis are

presented in Table 18.

TABLE 18

DIFFERENCES IN A•TTmmuzm Paionm BY RANK
AT A .05 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

Kruskal-Wallis

Attribute Ranks Mean Rank Sums

General Service

importance FGO - Airman 214.28 / 145.69
CGO - Airman 230.99 / 145.69
SNCO - Airman 217.33 / 145.69

Frequency FGO - CGO 213.63 / 154.87
FGO - NCO 213.63 / 161.79
FGO - Airman 213.63 / 134.87
SNCO - Airman 192.00 / 134.87

Information Availability

Vre@pency FGO - Airman 218.51 / 138.17
CGO - Airman 193.19 / 138.17
SNCO - Airman 200.52 / 138.17

Professionalism of Vehicle Maintenance Personnel

Importance FGO - NCO 244.95 / 190.48
FGO - Airman 244.95 / 178.78

Frequency FGO - Airman 224.63 / 151.57
SNCO - Airman 221.85 / 151.57

FGO - Field Grade Officer SNCO - Senior NCO
CGO - Company Grade Officer NCO - Noncommissioned Officer

Again the researchers identified significant trends for

management and non-management groups. In all areas

identified as statistically significantly different,

managers generally rated the items as more important or more

frequently observed than did Airmen. Under General Service

and Professionalism of Vehicle Maintenance Personnel, Airmen

rated boti importance and frequency lower than did managers.

The researchers concluded that this is also due to the
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respondents' level of involvement (direct or indirect) with

Vehicle Maintenance. Lower ratings in importance and

frequency in both these areas implies that Airmen do not

perceive General Service or Professionalism to be as

important as respondents of other ranks. These findings

contradict the analysis from the last section where Airmen

ranked the importance of two General Service criteria and

one Professionalism criterion significantly higher than did

managers. The researchers can draw no conclusions from

these disparities. Further research is necessary in this

area.

Analysis also indicated that Airmen rated the frequency

of Information Availability lower than managers. The

researchers believe this is again due to the level of

respondents' involvement. Airmen deal with Vehicle

Maintenance on a regular basis and are more likely to deal

with changing information. Managers, on the other hand,

deal only with the information provided to them by their

Vehicle Control Personnel or written reports and such

information is likely to be static and accurate by the time

it reaches them. Again, this implies that managers are more

interested in management information and that non-managers

are interested in the more direct interaction activities.

In short, managers and Airmen do not agree on the

importance and/or the observed frequency of the three

attributes in Table 18. These ratings further support the

researchers' earlier statement that members within an
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organization have different ideas about what services they

consider important. And as stated earlier, members within

an organization must have a general consensus about the

service expected from Vehicle Maintenance. Until customers

(organizations) agree on and identify their requirements,

Vehicle Maintenance cannot effectively meet their needs.

Ho5a: There are no significant differences between
customers segmented according to the type/class vehicle
operated (general purpose, refueling, firefighting,
materials handling, LE sedans, flightline tow, other
special purpose) with regard to their identification of
the importance of customer service elements.

Ho5b: There are no significant differences between
customers segmented according to the type/class vehicle
operated with regard to their identification of the
performance of customer service elements.

The researchers suspected that significant differences

would exist in how operators of different types of vehicles

ranked ordered the importance and performance of customer

service attributes. Like organizational differences,

variation according to the type of vehicle operated could be

a reflection of the respondents' differing missions.

Because vehicle type and organization are closely related

variables, the researchers suspected that differences

according to vehicle type would be similar to the

organizational differences identified earlier. Table 19

displays the results of the analysis by vehicle type.
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TABLE 19

DIFFERENCES IN CRITMIA RiUM BY TYPE/CLASS VEHICLE
AT A .05 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

Kruskal-Wallis
Criteria Tvye Mean Rank Sums

General Service

Provides after-hour maintenance support
Importance 5 - 1 110.65 / 184.61

5 - 2 110.65 / 166.96
5 - 4 110.65 / 201.18
5 - 6 110.65 / 201.21
5 - 7 110.65 / 172.63

Professionalism of vehicle Maintenance Personnel

Displays courtesy
Importance 1 - 2 175.06 I 256.93

3 - 2 177.72 / 256.93
4 - 2 201.59 I 256.93
5 - 2 197.20 / 256.93
7 - 2 166.54 / 256.93
6 - 2 117.32 / 256.93
6 - 1 117.32 / 175.06
6 - 3 117.32 I 177.72
6 - 4 117.32 / 201.59
6 - 5 117.32 / 197.20

vehicle Maintenance Oualitv

Fixes only customer identified vehicle
discrepancies each visit
Performance 4 - 1 110.06 / 175.75

4 - 2 110.06 / 198.50
4 - 3 110.06 / 180.15
4 - 6 110.06 / 192.55
4 - 5 110.06 / 198.80
7 - 5 145.06 / 198.80
7 - 2 145.06 / 198.50

Performs reliable maintenance
Performance 1 - 4 166.63 / 248.94

2 - 4 151.76 I 248.94
3 - 4 168.72 I 248.94
5 - 4 139.05 / 248.94
6 - 4 194.39 / 248.94
1 - 7 166.63 I 217.59
2 - 7 151.76 / 217.59
5 - 7 139.05 / 217.59
5 - 6 139.05 / 194.39

1 - General Purpose 5 - Law Enforcement Sedan
2 - Refueling 6 - Flightline Tow
3 - Firefighting *7 - Other Special Purpose
4 - Materials Handling
* Primarily includes CES special purpose equipment

Surprisingly, analysis according to vehicle type

revealed no significant differences in the rank-ordered
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importance or performance of the more general customer

service attributes, indicating that customers generally

ranked the attributes similarly in both importance and

performance, regardless of the type vehicle they were

responsible for. However, analysis did reveal statistically

significant differences in how customers ranked the

importance and/or performance of certain criteria under

three of the five service attributes.

The researchers identified several trends in the

differences in rankings by vehicle type. First note that

customers operating law enforcement sedans ranked the

importance of "Provides after-hour maintenance personnel"

significantly higher than did all other respondent groups

except firefighters. Considering that only Security Police

personnel operate these sedans, this higher ranking

corresponds to earlier data indicating that the Security

Police ranked this item significantly higher than did all

other organizations (Table 12). This evidence further

supports the idea that perhaps Vehicle Maintenance should

adjust its service strategy to accommodate the Security

Police's around-the-clock mission. The fact that the

Security Police and firefighters did not differ on the

importance of this item is also significant, indicating that

emergency response vehicles in general require twenty-four

hour maintenance support. Again, adjustments in Vehicle

Maintenance service strategies may be required to support

these customers' needs.
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It is also important to note the differences in

performance rankings for "Fixes only customer identified

vehicle discrepancies each visit". Materials handling

equipment operators (primarily Supply personnel) ranked this

item significantly higher than did all other vehicle type

operators, with the exception of those personnel in the

"Other Special Purpose" category. Next, the researchers

noted that materials handling equipment operators ranked the

performance criterion of "Performs reliable maintenance"

siqnificantly lower than did all other vehicle type

operators (again with the exception of those personnel in

the "Other Special Purpose" category). A comparison of the

high and low rankings for these two criteria could indicate

that while materials handling equipment operators like the

Vehicle Maintenance practice of fixing only customer

identified vehicle discrepancies each visit (as opposed to

fixing additional discrepancies identified by Vehicle

Maintenance personnel), they perceive the reliability of the

maintenance as being poor. The researchers note that while

fixing only customer identified discrepancies is intended to

reduce vehicle downtime, poor maintenance reliability

generally means increased vehicle downtime in the long run.

The rankings might suggest that Vehicle Maintenance managers

need to focus more on the quality of vehicle repairs and

less on short-term vehicle downtime.

In addition to the differences in importance and

performance rankings of customer service criteria, analysis
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also indicated statistically significant differences in the

importance and frequency ordered metric ratings for two of

the five customer service attributes. Table 20 summarizes

those differences.

TABLE 20

DIFFERENCES IN ATnmw RA!G8 BY TYPE/CLASS VEHICLE
AT A .05 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

Vehicle Kruskal-Wallis

Attribute TX~es Mean Rank Sums

General Service

Importanoe 3 - 1 287.20 / 204.92
3 - 2 287.20 / 208.46
3 - 4 287.20 / 176.43
3 - 6 287.20 / 173.80
3 - 7 287.20 / 187.90
5 - 1 258.15 / 204.92
5 - 2 258.15 / 208.46
5 - 4 258.15 / 176.43
5 - 6 258.15 / 173.80
5 - 7 258.15 / 187.90

Freqpency 2 - 1 235.42 / 177.13
2 - 4 235.42 / 167.40
2 - 6 235.42 / 138.09
2 - 7 235.42 / 167.06
3 - 6 209.00 / 138.09
5 - 1 233.33 / 177.13
5 - 7 233.33 / 167.06

Professionalism of Vehicle Maintenance Personnel

I2portance 1 - 2 217.68 / 160.67
3 - 2 264.28 / 160.67
3 -4 264.28 / 186.23
3 - 6 264.28 / 174.70
3 - 7 264.28 / 201.38
5 - 2 259.89 / 160.67
5 - 4 259.89 / 186.23
5 - 6 259.89 / 174.70
5 - 7 259.89 / 201.38

Frequency 1 - 7 213.11 / 152.12
2 - 4 236.63 / 177.63
2 - 6 236.63 / 183.55
2 - 7 236.63 / 152.12
5 - 3 250.00 / 199.89
5 - 4 250.00 / 177.63
5 - 6 250.00 / 183.55
5 - 7 250.00 / 152.12

1 - General Purpose 5 - Law Enforcement Sedan
2 - Refueling 6 - Flightline Tow
3 - Firefighting *7 - Other Special Purpose
4 - Materials Handling
* Primarily incudes CES special purpose equipment
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In reviewing the table, a number of trends are

apparent. First, note that both firefighters and law

enforcement personnel rated the importance of General

Service significantly higher than did most other vehicle

operators. These ratings reinforce the previous suggestion

that the greater importance placed on General Service might

be attributed to the twenty-four hour missions of emergency

response type vehicles (Table 19 analysis).

The researchers next noted that refueling vehicle

operators rated the frequency of General Service higher than

did all other vehicle operators except law enforcement and

firefighting personnel. This higher rating might by due, in

part, to the fact that Vehicle Maintenance is structured to

provide dedicated refueling maintenance support. As such,

refueling vehicle operators work closely and interface

regularly with dedicated refueling vehicle mechanics.

Additionally, refueling vehicles often operate on a twenty-

four hour schedule. The fact that refueling vehicle

operators did not significantly differ from law enforcement

and firefighting personnel in rating General Service

frequency may also be important, possibly reflecting the

higher emphasis Vehicle Maintenance places on servicing

priority (emergency response) and direct mission support

vehicles. However, earlier low General Service performance

rankings from Security Police personnel could indicate that

the priority maintenance program does not adequately or
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equitably meet the needs of those it is designed to

support.

Additionally, Table 20 reveals significant differences

in importance and frequency ratings for Professionalism of

Vehicle Maintenance Personnel. Again, this item is rated

significantly higher by customers responsible for emergency

response vehicles.

In total, the differences in importance, performance,

and frequency scores for the attributes and criteria

discussed above indicate that Vehicle Maintenance varies in

the consistency of service it provides to different customer

groups. From a management perspective, some variation can

be expected as vehicle and mission priorities shift.

However, such variation is unacceptable to the customer

whose first priority is the service provider's last. This

research indicates that Vehicle Maintenance should increase

its efforts to meet all customers needs, regardless of

vehicle type.

Synopsis

Differences for the rank-ordered and rated customer

service attributes and their associated criteria were

presented above for each pair of hypotheses. The

researchers found general disagreement among customer groups

(particularly by prior command, organization, rank, and

vehicle type) concerning the importance, performance, and

observed frequency of the customer service attributes and
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criteria. Analysis of customer groups also indicated that

the majority of differences could be related to the

customers' organizations. For example, vehicle type could

be directly linked to specific organizations. Similarly,

minor differences by fleet size could also be tied to

organizations. Even the analysis of data by the

respondents' ranks indicated a requirement for an

organizational focus--a single set of service expectations

understood by all members of an organization. In

conclusion, the majority of analysis supports an

organizationally focused customer service strategy.

Additional Comments

A brief review of the respondents' additional comments

supports the findings of the nonparametric and parametric

analysis. Of the 458 usable surveys returned, 234 customers

provided written comments concerning Vehicle Maintenance

customer service issues. The most commonly recurring themes

included vehicle maintenance timeliness and quality,

information availability, and professionalism.

Approximately sixty percent of the customers provided

negative comments concerning 1) information on estimated

vehicle repair times, 2) vehicles down for parts, 3) repeat

maintenance requirements, 4) attitudes of customer service

personnel, and 5) a perceived lack of customer support.

Conversely, approximately forty percent of the customers

commented positively on the attitudes of Vehicle Maintenance
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personnel, including comments on their willingness and

ability to help solve problems. These comments indicate

that Vehicle Maintenance is taking positive steps toward

improving customer service. However, Vehicle Maintenance

must expand its focus to include not only a willingness to

help, but a genuine understanding of customer requirements,

followed by action to satisfy those requirements.

Conclusion

This chapter presented the results of the data analysis

described in Chapter III. Survey response rate was

examined, followed by a review of the survey instrument's

reliability. Answers to the researchers' investigative

questions and results for the tests of hypotheses were then

discussed. Comparisons of scores for importance and

performance rankings and frequency ratings of customer

service attributes and their associated criteria indicated

that customer groups differed in the customer service

elements they deemed important. Customer groups also

differed in how they perceived Vehicle Maintenance's

performance with respect to those elements. Finally, a

brief summary of customers' additional comments was

presented. Chapter V will expand on the conclusions

presented here and will discuss their implications for

Vehicle Maintenance management and performance measures.
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations

As stated in Chapter I, the objective of this research

was to recommend a more comprehensive set of Vehicle

Maintenance performance measures that integrate the ideas of

product quality and customer service to provide an overall

measure of service quality. Based on that objective, the

specific objectives of the research were to 1) identify the

customer service elements important to base transportation

Vehicle Maintenance customers, 2) identify customer

"perceptions about how Vehicle Maintenance organizations meet

those elements, 3) compare the customer service perceptions

of different customer groups (by prior MAJCOM, organization,

fleet size, rank, and vehicle type operated), and 4)

recommend a set of customer oriented Vehicle Maintenance

performance measures based on the findings in objectives 1

through 3.

This chapter first addresses the specific research

objectives based on the findings in Chapter IV. Next, the

researchers discuss additional recommendations based on

those findings.

Specific Obiectives

Specific Objective 1

Identify the customer service elements important to base
transportation Vehicle Maintenance customers.
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To answer this question, the researchers analyzed the

rank-ordered responses for the importance of the customer

service attributes (General Service, Information

Availability, Professionalism of Vehicle Maintenance

Personnel, Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness, and Vehicle

Maintenance Quality) and their associated criteria. Results

of the rank-ordered importance for these elements are

presented in Table 21. The table is structured to present

the attributes in order of importance with 1 being the most

important and 5 being the least important. Additionally,

the top two criteria for each attribute are listed.

1, LE 21

IMPORTANCE RunKIss v CusFToimc SuVmci CRxTz3ik

Order of

Item Importance

Vehicle Maintenance Ouality 1

Provides quality vehicle repairs 1
Fixes vehicle discrepancies the first time 2

vehicle Maintenance Timeliness 2

Minimizes vehicle repair time 1
Minimizes total vehicle maintenance processing time 2

General Service 3

Takes action to resolve problems when they occur 1
Consistently meets my organization's service needs 2

Professionalism of vehicle Maintenance Personnel 4

Displays a willingness to help 1
Displays concern for customers 2

Information Availability 5

Provides information on projected vehicle repair times 1
Provides information on scheduled maintenance 2
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Table 21 presents a rank-ordered listing of the

customer service attributes (and their associated criteria)

that Vehicle Maintenance customers identified as important.

A review of the researchers' findings indicates that the

elements most important to ACC customers were Vehicle

Maintenance Quality and Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness.

Close evaluation of all the top ranked criteria reveals

that, not surprisingly, customers gave high rankings to the

criteria that had the most potential to directly impact them

and/or their missions. For example, under Vehicle

Maintenance Quality, "Provides quality maintenance repairs"

and "Fixes vehicle discrepancies the first time" were the

top two criteria. These criteria directly impact customers

because poor maintenance quality or failing to properly

repair a vehicle the first time would result in repeated

trips to the Vehicle Maintenance facility. This process

would expend valuable manhours and result in the loss of the

vehicle for longer than necessary. For organizations

relying on vehicles to perform their missions, this process

would deplete necessary resources and reduce mission

effectiveness.

The findings presented in Table 21 closely parallel

those of the industry studies reviewed in Chapter II.

Specifically, the research done by Boverscx and others'

points out that customers ke. quality products and quality

service. Furthermore, participants in Byrne's 1989 study

for The Council of Logistics Management identified product
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quality and timeliness of delivery as key factors in

customer service. Therefore, the researchers conclude that

to satisfy their customers, Vehicle Maintenance providers,

like their commercial counterparts, must focus on product

and service quality.

Specific Objective 2

Identify customer perceptions about how Vehicle
Maintenance organizations meet those elements identified
as important.

Tables 22 and 23 recap the comparisons of importance

and performance rankings assigned to the customer service

attributes and their criteria by Vehicle Maintenance

customers.

TABLE 22

IMPORTANCE AND PERFORMANCE RMWS FOR
CUSTOMER SERVICE ATTRIBUTES

Order of Order of
Item Importance Performance

Vehicle Maintenance Quality 1 2
Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness 2 5
General Service 3 1
Professionalism of Vehicle Maintenance Personnel 4 3
Information Availability 5 4

Note - All importance and performance rankings were significantly
different at a-.05

Comparing the results of the tests for differences in

the rank-ordered importance and performance of the

attributes, the researchers noted several differences.

Although Vehicle Maintenance Quality and Vehicle Maintenance
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Timeliness were ranked as the two most important attributes,

they were only ranked second and fifth respectively on the

performance scale. This implies that Vehicle Maintenance

customers want both high quality and timely service but that

they perceive they are not receiving timely service.

The attribute ranked as best performed (General

Service) was ranked third on the importance scale. A review

of the specific General Service criteria reveals that all

these criteria evaluate areas involving direct interaction

with customers and Vehicle Maintenance's responsiveness to

the customers' specific needs. The researchers concluded

that a high performance ranking in this area possibly

indicated the recent Air Force and ACC emphasis on quality

is having a positive affect on the personal interaction

skills of Vehicle Maintenance personnel. However, its

ranking as only the third most important attribute indicates

that Vehicle Maintenance must concentrate more of its

quality efforts on the items customers ranked as most

important (Vehicle Maintenance Quality and Vehicle

Maintenance Timeliness).

Analysis of the performance scores revealed that, on

the average, customers did not rank any specific items as

being particularly well or particularly poorly performed.

Rather, the analysis indicates that Vehicle Maintenance's

performance for all the attributes varies only slightly, and

that customers perceive Vehicle Maintenance's overall

performance as average.
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A comparison of the specific importance and performance

criteria also revealed several differences. As shown in

Table 23, the top two criteria in all areas showed

statistically significant differences in the importance and

performance rankings. This clearly displays a difference

between what the customers want and what they think they are

getting.

TABLE 23

IMPORTANCE AND PERFORMANCE RANKmG FOR
CUSTOMER SERVICE CRITERIA

Order of Order of
m importance Performance

Vehicle Maintenance Quality
Provides quality vehicle repairs 1 1
Fixes vehicle discrepancies the first time 2 4

Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness

Minimizes vehicle repair time 1 5
Minimizes total vehicle maintenance

processing time 2 4

General Service

Takes appropriate action to resolve
problems when they occur 1 1

Consistently meets my organization's
service needs 2 4

Professionalism of vehicle Maintenance Personnel

Displays a willingness to help 1 3
Displays concern for customers 2 4

Information Availability

Provides information on projected vehicle
repair completion times 1 2

Provides information on scheduled
maintenance 2 1

Note - All importance and performance rankings were significantly
different at "-.05
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In summary, the researchers concluded that the

customers do not yet perceive that Vehicle Maintenance is

meeting their needs in the areas they deem important. While

Vehicle Maintenance is meeting some of the customers' needs

(i.e. General Service), the significant discrepancies

between the importance and performance rankings indicate

that Vehicle Maintenance must concentrate its service

efforts on improving the quality and timeliness items

customers ranked as most important. The research also

indicated that while customers demonstrated clear

preferences in the areas important to them, there were no

clear indications that customers perceived Vehicle

Maintenance as performing exceptionally well or poorly in

any one area.

Specific Objective 3

Compare the customer service perceptions of different
customer groups (by prior MAJCOM, organization, fleet
size, rank, and type of vehicle).

Analysis of customer responses indicated a general

disagreement among all customer groups concerning 1) the

importance of customer service elements, 2) Vehicle

Maintenance's performance with respect to those elements,

and 3) the observed frequency of the elements. A summary of

those findings is presented below.

By Prior Command. Test results revealed that customers

from prior TAC bases ranked the performance of
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Professionalism of Vehicle Maintenance Personnel and the

importance of Information Availability higher than customers

from prior SAC bases. Additionally, respondents differed in

their rank orders of five of the twenty-nine specific

criteria studied, with prior TAC personnel ranking the

performance of four of those five criteria higher than their

SAC counterparts. These higher performance rankings might

indicate differences in the customer service emphasis by

Vehicle Maintenance management at former TAC and SAC bases.

Respondents' importance and frequency ratinQs of the general

service attributes revealed no significant differences. The

researchers believe it is important to note that overall,

the any significant differences were primarily in

performance rankings.

The absence of differences in how respondents from the

two commands viewed the importance of the specific service

criteria as well as four of the five general service

attributes indicates that no matter what the customers'

prior MAJCOM affiliation, customers throughout ACC share a

common understanding of what constitutes high quality

service. The researchers believe this could be a reflection

of the increased emphasis on Quality Air Force.

By Organization. The analysis by customer

organizations revealed statistically significant differences

in how organizations rank-ordered the importance and/or

performance of four of the customer service attributes.

From those differences, the researchers identified two
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trends. First, Aircraft Maintenance personnel ranked the

performance aspect of Professionalism of Vehicle Maintenance

Personnel significantly higher than did Security Police,

Supply, or Vehicle Operations personnel. Possible reasons

for this higher ranking are unclear and require further

investigation. Second, Vehicle Operations personnel ranked

the importance of Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness lower than

did Civil Engineering, Aircraft Maintenance, or "Other"

personnel. This decreased emphasis on the importance of

timeliness may be attributed Vehicle Operations' immediate

access to substitute vehicles when a vehicle goes in for

maintenance or the possibility that Vehicle Operations

receives preferential treatment as part of the

Transportation Squadron. This idea is further supported by

Vehicle Operations' lower importance ranking for the

criterion "Minimizes vehicle repair time". In short, it

appears that timeliness is less of an issue for Vehicle

Operations than it is for organizations with a few pieces of

highly specialized equipment.

Analysis also revealed statistically significant

differences in the importance and/or performance rankings of

the specific criteria pertaining to three of the five

customer service attributes. Of those differences, the

researchers noted that Security Police ranked the importance

of after-hours maintenance support significantly higher than

did four other organizations. Emphasis by the Security

Police on after-hours maintenance support might be
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attributed to its around-the-clock mission and should be an

area of interest to Vehicle Maintenance managers.

Next, Supply's relatively low performance ranking of

Vehicle Maintenance's responsiveness to its special

requirements indicated that while this criterion was as

important to Supply as it was to other organizations, Supply

personnel did not believe Vehicle Maintenance performed as

well in this area as did some other organizations. From

this, one might infer that Vehicle Maintenance fails to

provide its Supply customers with the same level of support

in this area as it does other customers.

The next set of differences concerned significantly

lower importance rankings for information on scheduled

maintenance by those customers in the "Other" category.

These lower rankings may be due to the fact that by nature

of their positions (Logistics and Operations Group

commanders and operational squadron commanders), commanders

are somewhat removed from day-to-day interactions with

Vehicle Maintenance and must rely on secondary information

passed on from their Vehicle Control Officers.

The researchers also tested for organizational

differences in the importance and frequency ratings of the

customer service attributes. Results revealed no

organizational differences in importance ratings for any of

the attributes. This confirmed the researchers' idea that

if given the choice, most respondents would rate all or most

of the attributes as equally important. However, results
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did reveal statistically significant differences in the

frequency ratings for four of the five attributes. Findings

indicated that generally, Supply and Vehicle Operations

rated Vehicle Maintenance higher (i.e. they observed the

given attributes more often) than did Aircraft Maintenance

and Civil Engineering. In evaluating the key differences

between the organizations, the researchers noted that

Vehicle Operations and Supply personnel usually operate

general purpose vehicles, while Aircraft Maintenance and

Civil Engineering personnel operate special purpose vehicles

and equipment. Given the different vehicle types assigned

to these organizations, one might infer that Vehicle

Maintenance does not meet the needs of customers with

special purpose equipment as frequently as it does for those

customers with general purpose vehicles.

By Fleet Size. Analysis indicated very few

statistically significant differences in how customers with

various fleet sizes rank ordered the importance and/or

performance of two of the five customer service attributes.

This lack of variation is significant itself, indicating

that Vehicle Maintenance Quality and Vehicle Maintenance

Timeliness, ranked as the first and second most important

attributes by customers as a whole, are no more or less

important to customers with large vehicle fleets than they

are to those with relatively small fleets. However, the

researchers did note that respondents with a fleet size of

101 to 150 vehicles ranked the performance factor of Vehicle
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Maintenance Quality significantly lower than did customers

with other fleet sizes. While all customers place nearly

the same level of importance on Vehicle Maintenance Quality

regardless of fleet size, this may indicate that those with

101 to 150 vehicles perceive Vehicle Maintenance's quality

as poorer than do those with larger or smaller fleets.

Consequently, Vehicle Maintenance may need to concentrate

specifically on the quality of maintenance provided to these

customers.

There were also very few significant differences in

respondents' importance and performance ran,-ings of the

specific criteria associated with each attribute. This

again supports the idea that regardless of fleet size,

customers generally agree on the importance of customer

service criteria and on Vehicle Maintenance's performance

with respect to those criteria.

The researchers found no differences in the importance

and frequency ratings of the customer service attributes

according to vehicle fleet size. This absence of variation

indicates that customers generally rated all the attributes

as being of equal importance. It also implies that the

perceived frequency with which Vehicle Maintenance performs

those attributes is basically the same.

Considering the relatively few differences indicated by

tests according to vehicle fleet size, the researchers

concluded that fleet size is not a major variable of concern

in satisfying customer service requirements.
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By Military Rank. The researchers found that there

were statistically significant differences in how

respondents of various military ranks rank ordered the

importance and/or performance of three of the five customer

service attributes. In general, those personnel in

management positions ranked Professionalism of Vehicle

Maintenance Personnel, Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness and

Vehicle Maintenance Quality as more important or better

performed that did non-managers. Of particular interest

were the differences in rankings for timeliness and quality.

As discussed previously, these were identified as the two

most important attributes by the entire sample. However,

the differences in rankings here indicate that while there

was general agreement on the importance of these attributes

across the entire samDle, there was significant disagreement

between various ranks concerning the importance placed on

quality and timeliness.

One implication of these findings is that management

personnel have a better understanding of the potential

impact Vehicle Maintenance activities have on their

missions. The differences also indicate that managers are

more interested in those factors directly affecting their

operations (i.e. timeliness and quality) than are non-

managers. The findings may also reflect the fact that

managers are generally removed from direct interaction with

Vehicle Maintenance personnel. Maintenance issues

concerning an organization's vehicle fleet are generally
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elevated to the management level only when problems might

immediately and adversely impact that organization's

mission. Because such occurrences are the exception rather

than the norm, it is likely that managers interpret this

lack of problems as "good quality".

Tests for differences in the importance and performance

rankings of specific criteria associated with each attribute

also revealed significant differences in the rankings of at

least one criterion under each attribute. Again, the

researchers found a general trend indicating that managers

ranked areas directly related to management functions--

managing information and resources-as more important or

better performed that did non-managers. Conversely, non-

managers, and particularly Airmen, were more interested in

interactive activities and ranked those criteria as more

important.

Similar differences in the importance and frequency

ratings of the general service attributes provide additional

support for the varying perspectives of management and non-

management personnel. While the analysis generally supports

the idea that people are most interested in the areas that

directly involve them, it could also imply that different

members within a single organization have different ideas

concerning what service elements are most important. This

possible disagreement among members of an organization has

serious ramifications for Vehicle Maintenance managers

trying to determine and meet their customers' needs. If
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members within an organization do not agree on what customer

service is, Vehicle Maintenance cannot effectively meet

their needs and will never really be able to improve

customer service.

SDBy Type/Class Vehicle. Analysis according to vehicle

type revealed no statistically significant differences in

the rank-ordered importance or performance of the general

customer service attributes, indicating that customers

generally evaluated the attributes similarly. However,

analysis did identify significant differences in how

customers ranked the importance or performance of certain

criteria under three of the five service attributes. The

researchers first noted that customers operating law

enforcement sedans ranked the importance of after-hours

maintenance support significantly higher than did all other

respondents except firefighters. This higher ranking

corresponds to the earlier conclusion indicating that the

Security Police ranked this same item significantly higher

than did all other organizations. This evidence further

supports the idea that perhaps Vehicle Maintenance should

adjust its service strategy to accommodate Security Police's

around-the-clock mission. The fact that the Security Police

and firefighters did not significantly differ on the

importance of after-hours maintenance is also significant,

indicating that emergency response vehicle operators desire

24 hour maintenance support. Again, adjustments in Vehicle
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Maintenance service strategies may be required to support

these customers' needs.

It is also important to note that materials handling

equipment operators (primarily Supply personnel) ranked the

performance of "Fixes only customer identified vehicle

discrepancies each visit" higher than did all other vehicle

type operators except those in the "Other Special Purpose"

category. Additionally, these same operators r-nked the

performance for "Performs reliable maintenance"

significantly lower than did all other vehicle type

operators (again with the exception of those in the "Other

Special Purpose" category). A comparison of the high and

low rankings for these two criteria could indicate that

while materials handling equipment operators like the

Vehicle Maintenance practice of fixing only customer

identified vehicle discrepancies each visit (as opposed to

fixing additional discrepancies identified by Vehicle

Maintenance personnel), they perceive the reliability of the

maintenance as poor. The researchers note that while fixing

only customer icant:Lfied vehicle discrepancies is intended

to reduce vehicle downtime, poor maintenance reliability

generally means more total vehicle downtime. The rankings

here might suggest that Vehicle Maintenance managers focus

more on the quality of vehicle repairs and less on short-

term vehicle downtime.

Differences in the importance and frequency ratings of

the customers service attributes first indicated that both
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firefighters and law enforcement personnel rated the

importance of General Service significantly higher than did

most other vehicle operators. These ratings reinforce the

above suggestion that the greater importance placed on

General Service might be attributed to the around-the-clock

missions of emergency response vehicles. The researchers

also found that refueling vehicle operators rated the

frequency of General Service higher than did all other

customers law enforcement and firefighting personnel. This

higher rating might be partially attributed to the fact that

Vehicle Maintenance is structured to provide dedicated

refueling maintenance support. As such, refueling vehicle

operators work closely and interface regularly with

dedicated refueling vehicle mechanics. One should also note

that, like emergency response vehicles, refueling vehicles

often operate on a 24 hour basis. The fact that refueling

vehicle operators' ratings of General Service did not differ

from law enforcement and firefighting personnel may also be

significant, possibly reflecting the higher emphasis Vehicle

Maintenance places on servicing priority (emergency

response) and direct mission support vehicles. However, the

earlier low General Service performance rankings from

Security Police personnel could indicate that the priority

maintenance program does not adequately or equitably meet

the needs of those it is designed to support.

In general, the differences by vehicle type for the

importance and performance rankings and the frequency
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ratings of the customer service elements indicate that

Vehicle Maintenance varies in the consistency of service it

provides to different customer groups. Although some

variation can be expected as vehicle and mission priorities

shift, such variation is unacceptable to the customer whose

first priority is the service provider's last.

Synojsis. In summary, analysis indicated differences

in how customer groups evaluated the importance,

performance, and frequency of customer service elements

according to prior command, organization, rank, vehicle

type, and to a lesser degree, fleet size. Generally, the

majority of differences could be directly related to the

customers' organizations. For example, vehicle type and

fleet size can be directly linked to specific organizations.

Even the analysis of data by respondents' ranks indicated a

requirement for an organizational focus-a single set of

service expectations understood by all members of an

organization. In short, the majority of analysis supported

an organizationally focused customer service strategy. This

requirement for a specific customer focus parallels the

findings of commercial and federal service studies, which

indicate that without such a focus, it is impossible for

service providers to effectively meets customers'

expectations.
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Specific Objective 4IRecommend a set of customer oriented Vehicle Maintenance
performance measures based on the findings in objectives1through 3.

The conclusions for this specific objective were

derived from the research objective stated above. Based on

the findings to specific objectives 1 through 3, the

researchers came to three general conclusions regarding

Vehicle Maintenance performance measures.

First, performance measures must be tailored to the

organization. The analysis clearly demonstrated wide

diversity among the various organizational customers with

respect to the type of service they expected from Vehicle

Maintenance. This implies that performance measures

developed to focus on individual organizations versus the

total fleet will provide better insight into specific

customer needs and help managers better evaluate Vehicle

Maintenance's ability to meet those needs. Furthermore, no

one set of measures will adequately assess Vehicle

Maintenance's performance with respect to a specific

customer's requirements. With the exception of a few

specialized vehicle categories, the current Vehicle

Maintenance performance measures primarily focus on wing

and/or base statistics (i.e., vehicle in-commission rates,

vehicles down for parts and maintenance rates). Although

these statistics provide maintenance managers with a tool to

evaluate their internal processes, the current measures do
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little to evaluate Vehicle Maintenance's performance from a

customer's perspective and can in fact mask potential

problem areas (i.e., high out-of-commission rates for

customers with small vehicle fleets).

Second, performance measures must incorporate some

measure of quality. The literature review indicated that

customer service measures must have customer satisfaction as

their primary focus; therefore, customer inputs must be

considered in establishing those measures, which should be a

direct reflection of the service criteria the customer deems

most important. Because this research indicated that

Vehicle Maintenance Quality was the service attribute most

important to customers, it follows that any comprehensive

Vehicle Maintenance performance measurement system must

incorporate quality measures.

Evaluating the measurement system currently available

to Vehicle Maintenance, the researchers believe the tools to

measure maintenance quality are already in place.

Specifically, monitoring repeat and repetitive maintenance

statistics from the On-Line Vehicle Integrated Management

System (OLVIMS) could provide Vehicle Maintenance managers

with the information necessary to help measure performance

and ultimately provide better quality service to their

customers. For the purpose of this research, repeat

maintenance is defined as the return of a vehicle for the

same repair within a specified period. Monitoring repeat

maintenance can help managers determine the quality of
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repairs performed. More specifically, monitoring repeat

maintenance can help managers pinpoint internal problems

while giving them a barometric reading of the service level

they are providing to their customers.

Repetitive maintenance, defined here as returning a

vehicle to Vehicle Maintenance multiple times for different

repairs in a specific period, is another way to evaluate the

quality of service provided to customers. Monitoring

repetitive maintenance will provide managers with an overall

picture of the quality of their diagnostic and quality

control inspection processes. Here again, managers can

identify internal problems and get a reading of the service

provided to their customers.

High numbers in repeat and repetitive maintenance would

indicats that customers are not receiving quality

maintenance. Since Vehicle Maintenance Quality was

identified as the most important attribute to customers

overall, Vehicle Maintenance managers should incorporate the

joint use of repeat and repetitive maintenance measures to

evaluate their performance. As discussed earlier, these

measures should be used to evaluate Vehicle Maintenance's

performance for specific organizations, not for the total

fleet. By evaluating performance with respect to specific

customers verses the total fleet, Vehicle Maintenance

managers could tailor service strategies to meet specific

organizations' needs, ultimately improving their overall

performance and service quality.
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Lastly, performance measures must incorporate some

measure of timeliness. The most appropriate measurement

systems directly reflect customer requirements. This

research indicated that timeliness was the second most

important service attribute to Vehicle Maintenance

customers, so it follows that timeliness measures should be

incorporated into any comprehensive Vehicle Maintenance

performance measurement system. Currently ACC is monitoring

the percentages of vehicle repairs completed within specific

time frames (i.e., within 24 hours, between 24 and 48 hours,

more than 72 hours, etc.). These measures give Vehicle

Maintenance managers a tood general idea of how timely their

service is, but, as the literature review demonstrated,

timeliness measures must be used in conjunction with aualitv

measures. As Emmelhainz notes, it is intuitive that an

organization could improve performance on one measure by

ignoring the other. That is, maintenance service time could

be reduced at the expense of maintenance quality (20:35).

In Vehicle Maintenance, the use of timeliness measures alone

could mask maintenance quality problems, specifically

repeat and repetitive maintenance problems. Additionally,

because timeliness measures generally focus on relatively

short time horizons (i.e. vehicle turn-around time), they

fail to reflect the long-term total down-time a vehicle can

accrue due to return visits to Vehicle Maintenance.

Similarly, quality measures fail to provide Vehicle

Maintenance managers a means for evaluating their
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performance in meeting customers' time requirements. By

monitoring both quality and timeliness measures

simultaneously, managers can identify trends in both areas.

Ideally, the goal for Vehicle Maintenance is more timely

service and a higher level of quality. Only by measuring

both of these areas will managers get a comprehensive

picture oi the service level provided to their customers.

Again, for reasons discussed above, timeliness and quality

measures should both be used with an organizational focus.

To summarize, Vehicle Maintenance performance measures

must include both quality and timeliness measures and must

focus on specific customer organizations. The researchers

believe that OLVIMS provides these tools to Vehicle

Maintenance managers-it is merely a matter of focusing on

the appropriate information. By combining the information

available through repeat and repetitive maintenance reports

and using the current system of monitoring service times,

Vehicle Maintenance managers can determine if their level of

support is improving or declining. It is important to note

that these tools will provide a relative evaluation of

service and not a specific number that can be evaluated as

"good" or "bad". Rather, these measures will enable the

manager to determine whether service has improved or

declined relative to that of previous periods.
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General Recommendations

In addition to the conclusions for the specific

objectives addressed above, the researchers make three

general recommendations based on the results of the data

analysis in Chapter IV. Those recommendations are discussed

below.

Commanders must educate their personnel on the

organization's service needs/expectations. As previously

discussed, analysis showed that there is general

disagreement between personnel of different ranks on what is

important with regard to Vehicle Maintenance service. This

implies that within a given organization there will be

general disagreement about what is wanted/expected from

Vehicle Maintenance. If expectations within an organization

are inconsistent, such disagreement could make it almost

impossible for Vehicle Maintenance managers to provide

service based on their customers' expectations. To resolve

this problem, organization commanders must take an active

role in determining what expectations they have of Vehicle

Maintenance. Once that determination is made, the

requirements must be communicated to other squadron

personnel. Only when an organization has a consistent set

of expectations can Vehicle Maintenance attempt to satisfy

it.

Develop strategic alliances. As pointed out in Chapter

II, the move toward quality within industry has seen the

development of strategic alliances between suppliers and
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customers. The researchers believe there is benefit to be

gained by the formation of strategic alliances between

Vehicle Maintenance and their customers. This goes beyond

the present service boundaries and involves evaluating

Vehicle Maintenance processes to determine which areas can

be improved to directly support customers' requizements.

For example, one topic that repeatedly surfaced during data

analysis was the need for twenty-four hour service for

emergency response vehicles. Currently, most Vehicle

Maintenance organizations operate five days a week, eight

hours a day, with a stand-by mechanic on call after duty

hours. Respondents from Civil Engineering (firetrucks) and

Security Police highlighted a need for after-hours service

beyond the current "on call" program. The researchers

suspect these needs might be similar for all emergency

response organizations (i.e. hospital) even though these

groups were not included in the study.

Meeting requirements for twenty-four hour maintenance

support is just one example of how the development of

strategic alliances can enhance Vehicle Maintenance's

customer service level. The development of strategic

alliances presents a number of potential benefits to both

Vehicle Maintenance and its customers. For customers, those

benefits could include more timely, flexible, and responsive

service as well as increased maintenance quality and higher

vehicle in-commission rates. Benefits to Vehicle

Maintenance might also include higher vehicle in-commission
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rates, as well as improved customer relations, and a more

efficient and effective allocation of resources.

Continued research. The researchers recommend that

further research be conducted concerning Vehicle Maintenance

customer service. This research identified the structural

issues that are important for ACC to provide quality

customer service in Vehicle Maintenance, but because of time

limitations, it was not possible to examine all the possible

independent or dependent variables involved, nor was it

possible to test for correlations or interactions between

variables. Therefore, further research is necessary to help

refine those importance, performance, and frequency factors

that will support Vehicle Maintenance service quality

measures and help direct Vehicle Maintenance managers on a

path of continuous improvement.

Of the five service dimensions studied (General

Service, Information Availability, Professionalism of

Vehicle Maintenance Personnel, Vehicle Maintenance

Timeliness, and Vehicle Maintenance Quality), quality and

timeliness were identified as most important, and there

exists a need to have a known and shared expectation among a

customer group's employees, particularly with respect to

these two factors. This study also identified twenty-nine

criteria that were useful in varying degrees for evaluating

Vehicle Maintenance performance. What this research has not

done is identify what values are most appropriate for those

twenty-nine criteria. The researchers therefore suggest
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further data collection and analysis on the twenty-nine

criteria to determine whether they serve to motivate

improved performance by Vehicle Maintenance organizations.

It is also suggested that the Air Force test the

conclusions presented here in other MAJCOMS to determine if

they are applicable in other Air Force Vehicle Maintenance

organizations. Additionally, the Air Force should consider

these ideas as an approach to measuring Aircraft Maintenance

customer satisfaction. Finally, the DOD should consider

testing this customer satisfaction approach for all its

service organizations.
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Appendix A: Customer Satisfaction Survey

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADQUA•TERS AIR COMBAT COMMANO

LANGLEY AlR FORCE BASE. VIRGINLA

FROM: LGT 3 MAY 93

SUBJ: Customer Satisfaction Survey

TO: Wing Transportation Customer

1. Air Combat Command wing transportation organizations are committed to
providing the best possible support and service to their customers. Attached you
will find a questionnaire concerning YOUR ideas about the customer service
provided by wing transportation vehicle maintenance.

2. The purpose of this research is not to identify whether a particular vehicle
maintenance branch is good or bad at pleasing their customers. Rather, the intent
is identify what you, the customer, thinks is important in terms of customer service.
The results of this survey will be used to identify aspects of vehicle maintenance
customer service that can be improved.

3. The questionnaire is divided into three parts. PART A asks you for demographic
information, PART B asks you to rate the importance of service factors and to
report how often you have observed these factors, PART C asks you to rank the
service factors in the order of importance to you.

4. Participation in this survey is completely voluntary and yotr atmonymnity is
guaranteed. Demographic data will only be used to identify the service
requirements of different groups of customers.

5. A pre-addressed envelope is enclosed for your convenience. Please return your
response within 5 days.

6. YOUR RESPONSE IS VERY IMPORTANT! Help us identify what vehicle
maintenance can do to serve you better. Thank you for your support and
cooperation.

7. If you have any questions, please contact Captains Bass or Dahl at DSN
785-7777.

10'N. WAGGONER, Colonel, USAF
Chief, Transportation Division
Directorate of Logistics
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INSTRUCTIONS

This survey ontains 133 items and should take approximately 30
minutes to .mplete. All items must be answered by filling in
the appropriate spaces on the machine-scored answer sheets
provided,

Please use a soft-lead (No. 2) pelicil, and

1. Make-heavy black marks that fill in the space of the
an~wer you select.

2. Comvletely erase any answers you want to change.

3, Make no stray markings on the answer sheet.

4, Do not staple, fold or tear the answer sheet.

5, Ro Qot put your name on the survey or the answer
sheet-responses are anonymous

When you are finished, please mail the answer sheet with the
survey in the self-addressed envelope provided. Please returnyour reQQRnQQ§_.jTj ..jjN_ ~W._OK_ _DA after receigt of the survey.
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SURVEY OF CUSTOMER SATISFACTION WITH
BASE VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

PART A: BACKGROUND INIORMATION. This section is designed
to collect background information that will be used to
evaluate differences between groups of customers. Please
read each item carefully and code the answer sheet with the
response that most accurately describes your present status.

1. To which organization are you currently assigned?

1) Civil Engineering
2) Security Police
3) Supply
4) Transportation
5) Aircraft Maintenance
6) Other

2. What is your rank?

1) Field Grade Officer
2) Company Grade Officer
3) Senior NCO (CMSgt, SMSgt, MSgt)
4) NCO
5) Airman

3. What size vehicle fleet are you responsible for?

1) 1 - 50
2) 51 - 100
3) 101 - 150
4) 151 or more

4. Choose the ONE type of vehicle you are primarily
responsible for. (Note: Where appropriate, later questions
should be answered with this type of vehicle in mind)

1) General Purpose 5) Law Enforcement Sedans
2) Refueling 6) Flightline Tow
3) Firefighting 7) Other Special Purpose
4) Materials Handling
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PART B: CUSTOMER SERVICE FACTORS. This section is designed
to collect information about the importance you place on
customer service elements and your opinion of Vehicle
Maintenance's performance in those areas.

INSTRUCTIONS

After each phrase there are two sets of responses:

1. For the first set of numbers, please choose the number
that best expresses HOW IMPORTANT that element of customer
service is to you. The numbers 1-7 correspond to service
that is:

Of No Of Very Minor Moderately Of Averag% Very Of major Critically

&orance Importance Important Importance Important Importance Im1portant

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I I I I I I I

2. For the second set of numbers, please choose the number
that best describes HOW OFTEN Vehicle Maintenance PZRFORMS
that element of customer service. If you can not evaluate

.Maintenance's performance with respect to a particular
Selement, please answer N/A. The performance scale is:

N/A "ever seldo Sometemes About Nalf Usually mostly Always

(00) (1 - 200) • (21 - 404) (41 - 60%) (61 - 80%) (81 - 99%) (100%)

1 2 3 4 5 4 7

g I I IIII

• EXAMPLE *
SPromtly answers the telephone *

* 1. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 *

• 2. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 *
• *

* If this element is of major importance to you, select 6 for *
"* "HOW IMPORTANT?". If Vehicle Maintenance seldom answers the *
• telephone promptly, select 2 for "HOW OFTEN?". *
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14OW IMPORTANT
is THIS TO YOU?

HOo,,U - II 4" -'
VEICILE O I a a
MAINTENANCI
00 TIP*S? _________________________

A. G;EXElAL SERVICE

Takes appropriate action to resolve problems when they occur

5. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

6. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Operates during hours that accomamdate my organization's work schedule

7. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Works to accomuodate my organization's special requiremnts

9. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

10. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Consistently maets my organization's service needs

11. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

12. HOW OFTEN? NIA 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Provides after-hour maintenance support (e.g., mobile maintenance)

13. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

14. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Provides training programs to suit my organization's needs (e.g.,

organizational maintenance, seasonal requirements, etc.)

15. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

16. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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RANK ORDER OF IMPORTANCE

Please RANK ORDER SOW IMPORTANT the customer service elements in this
category are to you. Rank the elements on a scale of 1 to 6 with
1 being the MOST INPORTANT element. 2 being the second most important
element. . . . and 6 being the LEAST IIWORTIIT element. USE EACH HUDUER
ONLY OtN. Please indicate your ratings on the answer 3heet.

17. Takes appropriate action to resolve problems when they occur

18. Operates during hours that accodate my organization's
work schedule

__ 19. Works to accommodate my organization's special requirements

20. Consistently meets my organization's service needs

21. Provides after-hour maintenance personnel (e.g., mobile
maintenance)

22. Provides training program to suit my organization's needs
(e.g., organizational maintenance, seasonal requirements,
etc.)

RANK ORDER OF PERFORMANCE

Please RANK ORDER Vehicle Maintenance's PERVORNANCR of the customer
service elements in this category. Rank the elements on a scale of 1 to
6 with I being the element they PERFORM BEST. 2 being the element they
perform second best, . . . and 6 being the element they PERORK LEAST
ADEQUATELY. USE EACH NUMBER ONLY ONCE. Please indicate your ratings on
the answer sheet.

23. Takes appropriate action to resolve problems when they occur

24. Operates during hours that accommodate my organization's

work schedule

25. Works to accomodate my organization's special requirements

26. Consistently meets my organization's service needq

27. Provides after-hour maintenance personnel (e.g., mobile
maintenance)

28. Provides training programs to suit my organization's needs
(e.g., organizational maintenance, seasonal requirements,

"S etc.)
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mOW IMPORTANT
is THIS TO IOIU7

How o,," a1 P

VI4IC*L fi S 4 S 0 -C
MAINTENANCE

00 Tws?___________ ___

B. INrORMaTiON AVAILABILITY

Provides information on scheduled maintenance

29. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

30. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Provides information on projected vehicle repair couletion times

31. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

32. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Provides information on changes to projected repair copletion times

33. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

34. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

minimizes the effort to reach maintenance service personnel by telephone

35. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

36. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Provides information on maintenance policies (e .g., vehicle turn-in

policies, etc.)

37. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

38. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Provides information on changes to maintenance policies

39. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

40. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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I.MORMATION AVAILABILITY

RANK ORDER OF IMPORTANCE

Please RANK ORDER HOW IMPORTANT tho customer aIcrvict•l ement:% iii ihi:i
category are to you. Rank the elements on a scale of 1 to b with
1 being the MOST IMPORTANT element, 2 being the second most important
element, . . . and 6 being the LEAST IMWORTANT element. USE EACH NUMBER
ONLY ONCE. Please indicate your ratings on the answer sheet.

41. Provides information on scheduled maintenance

42. Provides information on projected vehicle repair completion
times

__ 43. Provides information on changes to projected repair
completion times

__ 44. Minimizes the effort to reach maintenance service personnel
by telephone

__ 45. Provides information on maintenance policies (e.g., vehicle
turn-in policies, etc.)

__ 46. Provides information on changes to maintenance policies

RANK ORDER OF PERFOWANCE

Please RANK ORDER Vehicle Ma~intenance's PERFOR1MNCE of the customer
service elements in this category. Rank the elements on a scale of 1 to.-
6 with 1 being the element they PERFORM BEST. 2 being the element they
perform second best, . . . and 6 being the element they PERFORM LEAST
ADEUgTELY. USE EACH NUMBER ONLY ONCE. Please indicate your ratings on
the answer sheet.

47. Provides information on scheduled maintenance

48. Provides information on projected vehicle repair completion
tim-s

49. Provides information on changes to projected repair

completion times

__ 50. Minimizes the effort to reach maintenance service
personnel by telephone

51. Provides information on maintenance policies (e.g., vehicle
turn-in policies, etc.)

52. Provides information on changes to maintenance policies
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NOW IMPORTANT

is ThIS TO YOU?

NOW OFTEN -. ,

VEHICLE MIA I a
MAINTENANCE
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C. PROfESSIONALISH OF VEHICLE MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL

Displays courtesy

53. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

54. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Displays military bearing

55. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

56. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Masts military appearance standard. (e.g., AYR 35-10 standards, weight
standards, etc.)

57. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

58. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Displays enthusiasm

59. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

60. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1- 2 3 4 5 6 7

Displays concern for customers

61. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

62. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Displays a willingness to help

63. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

64. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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PROESS ZOALISM, OF VEHICLE MAINTENANCZ PERSONNEL

RANK ORDER OF IMPORTANCE

Please RANK ORDER HOW IMPORTANT the customer scivice ctemenl:• in thi•
category are LO you. IRank the elemenits on a scale of I to 6 wiLh
1 being the MOST IMPORTANT element, 2 being the second most import~Lnt
element, . . . and 6 being the LEAST IMPORTANT element. USE EACH NUMBER
ONLY ONCE. Please indicate your ratings on the answer sheeL.

__ 65. Displays courtesy

__ 66. Displays military bearing

__ 6-. Meets military appearance standards (e.g., AFR 35-10
standards, weight standards, etc.)

.68. Displays enthusiasm

__ 69. Displays concern for customers

__ 70. Displays a willingness to help

RANK ORDER OF PERFORMANCE

Please RANK ORDER Vehicle Maintenance's PERFORMANCE of the customer
service elements Ln this category. Rank the elements on a scale of 1 to
6 with 1 being the element they PERFORM BEST, 2 being the element they
perform second best. . . . and 6 being the element they PERFORM LEAST
ADEOUATELY. USE EACH NUMBER ONLY ONCE. Please indicate your ratinqs on
the answer sheet.

__ 71. Displays courtesy

__ 72. Displays military bearing

__ 73. Meets military appearance standards (e.g., AFR 35-10
standards, weight standards, etc.)

__ 74. Displays enthusiasm

75. Displays concern for customers

76. Displays a willingness to help
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D. VEH.ICLE.,I., N. TIMELInESS

Minimizes vehicle turn-in time

77. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

78. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Minimizes vehicle pickup time

79. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

80. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Meets estimated vehicle repair schedule

81. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

82. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Minimizes vehicle repair time

83. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

84. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Minimizes total vehicle maintenance processing time (turn-in, repair,
and pickup)

85. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

86. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Minimizes time to answer my questions

87. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

88. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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VEHICLE MAINTENANCE TIMELINESS

IIANK ORDER OF [MPO•,TANCE

Please R1AK ORDER HOW IMPORTANT the CusLomer 3ervi-e olinent:s i tinh3
cat-egoty are to you. Rank tht! elements on a scalt. of L to 6 with
1 beinS the MOST IMPORTANT element, 2 being thLhe scoimd most imlpotarit
eLement, . . and 6 being the LEAST IMPORTANT element. USE EACH NUMBER
ONLY ONCE. Pleltase LilnicaLe youir rttitn9g on the answer sheet.

89. Minimizes vehicle turn-in time

90. Minimizes vehicle pickup time

__ 91 Meets estimated vehicle repair schedule

__ 92. Minimizes vehicle repair time

93. Minimises total vehicle maintenance processing time (turn-
in, repair, and pickup)

__ 94. Minimizes time to answer my questions

RANK ORDER OF PERFORMANCE

Please RANK ORDER Vohicle Maintenance's PERFORMANCE of the customer
service eleriierit..i .ri Ihis calvego'y. Rank the elements on a scale of I to
6 with I iici the .= 1 eimcnt (hey PERFORM BEST. 2 being the element they
Perform secoid be:sit, . . and 6 being the element they PERFORM LEAST
ADEQUATELY. USE EACH fZIUAER ONLY ONCE. Please indicate your ratings on
the answer sheet.

95. Minimizes vehicle turn-in time

96. Minimizes vehicle pickup time

__ 97. Meets estimated vehicle repair schedule

98. Minimizes vehicle repair time

99. Minimizes total vehicle maintenance processing time (turn-
in, repair, and pickup)

100. Minimizes time to answer my questions
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E. VEHICLE MAINTENANCE QUALITY

J Provides quality vehicle repairs

101. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

102. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Fixes only customer identified vehicle discrepancies each visit

103. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

104. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Fixes all vehicle discrepancies each visit (both customer and Vehicle

maintenance identified)

105. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

106. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Fixes vehicle discrepancies the first time

107. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

108. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Performs reliable maintenance

109. HOW IMPORTANT? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

110. HOW OFTEN? N/A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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VEI IICE MAINTENANCE IUALITY

RANK ORDER OF IMPORTANCE

Please RANK ORDER HOW IMPORTANT the customer service elements in this
category are to you. Rank the elements on a scale of I to 5 with
1 being the MOST IMPORTANT element, 2 being the second most important
element, . . and 5 being the LEAST IMPORTANT element. USE EACH NUMBER
ONLY ONCE. Please indicate your ratings on the answer sheet.

ill. Provides quality vehicle repairs

112. Fixes only customer identified vehicle discrepancies each
visit

__ 113. Fixes all vehicle discrepancies each visit (both customer

and Vehicle Maintenance identified)

114. Fixes vehicle discrepancies the first time

115. Performs reliable maintenance

RANK ORDER OF PERFORMANCE

Please RANK ORDER Vehicle Maintenance's PERFORMANCE of the customer
service elements in this category. Rank the elements on a scale of 1 to
5 with 1 being the element they PERFORM BEST. 2 being the element they
perform second best, . . , and 5 being the element they PERFORM LEAST
ADEQUATELY. USE EACH NUMBER ONLY ONCE. Please indicate your ratings on
the answer sheet.

116. Provides quality vehicle repairs

117. Fixes only customer identified vehicle discrepancies each
visit

118. Fixes all vehicle discrepancies each visit (both customer
and Vehicle Maintenance identified)

119. Fixes vehicle discrepancies the first time

120. Performs reliable maintenance
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Part C: RANKING OF CUSTOMER SERVICE CATEGORIES

RANK ORDER OF IMPORTANCE

Please RANK ORDER HOW IMPORTANT the customer service categories in this
survey are to you. Rank the categories on a scale of 1 to 5 with
1 being the MOST IMPORTANT category, 2 being the second most important
category, . . . and 5 being the LEAST IMPORTANT category. USE EACH
NUMBER ONLY ONCE. Please indicate your ratings on the answer sheet.

121. General Service

122. Information Availability

123. Professionalism of Vehicle Maintenance Personnel

124. Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness

125. Vehicle Maintenance Quality

RANK ORDER OF PERFORMANCE

Please RANK ORDER Vehicle Maintenance's PERFORMANCE in the customer
service categories in this survey. Rank the categories on a scale of 1
to 5 with 1 being the category they PERFORM BEST, 2 being the category
they perform second best; . . . and 5 being the category they PERFORM
LEAST ADEQUATELY. USE EACH NUMBER ONLY ONCE. Please indicate your
ratings on the answer sheet.

126. General Service

__ 127. Information Availability

128. Professionalism of Vehicle Maintenance Personnel

129. Vehicle Maintenance Timeliness

__ 130. Vehicle Maintenance Quality
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IDDITIONII CO1UWI'ZS

131, a) What aspects of the customer service provided by Vehicle
Maintenance do you particularly like?

b) What do you pazticularly dislike?

132. Please comment on any customer service elements important t you
that were not covered in the survey,

133. Please comment on Vehicle Maintenance's performance with respect
to the customer service elements identified in question 132 above.

Thanks for your time and inputas!
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APIendix B: Frequency Distributions of Reslondent Groups

Respondent Distribution by Prior MAJCOM

Prior
Command Freq Percent

SAC I********************************* 248 55.86
TAC I************************** 196 44.14

30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240

Frequency

Respondent Distribution by Organization

Organization Freq Percent

Civil Eng **************** 82 17.94
Security Policel********* 45 9.85
Supply 79 17.29
Vehicle Ops 62 13.57
Aircraft Maint I**************************** 141 30.85
Other 48 10.50

I -+ -----+-------+--+---+--+

20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Frequency

Respondent Distribution by Fleet Size

Fleet Size Freq Percent

1 - 50 J*********************************** 265 58.37
51 - 100 J************ 91 20.04

101 - 150 I***** 37 8.15
150 + I******** 60 13.22

I ---------------- '-----'-- '---
30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240

Frequency
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Respondent Distribution by Rank

Rank Freq Percent

Field Grade ************* 65 14.87
Company Grade *********** 53 12.13
Senior NCO 120 27.46
NCO ****************************** 170 38.90
Airmen 26 5.95S----,--.--+-,----,--+-,-+,---+--,--

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

Frequency

Respondent Distribution by Vehicle Type

Vehicle
Type Freq Percent

1 ************************************* 278 61.92
2 **** 30 6.68
3 *** 21 4.68
4 *** 22 4.90
5 *** 22 4.90
6 **** 29 6.46
7 ****** 47 10.47I--+-+---+--+--+-----+--+--+--+-+-

30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270

Frequency

1 - General Purpose 5 - Law Enforcement Sedan
2 - Refueling 6 - Flightline Tow
3 - Firefighting 7 - Other Special Purpose
4 - Materials Handling (Primarily includes

CES special equipment)
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AvRendix C: Importance and Performance RankinQa for
Cu3tomer Service Criteria

INPoRINCE AND PERFoRKAncz RANKINGs LroR
GZNnM.L Sflvxcz Cit~RmiA

Order of Order of
Item Imprtance Preformance

Takes appropriate action to resolve
problems when they occur 1 I

Consistently meets my organization's
service needs 2 4

Works to accommodate my organization's
special requirements 3 3

Operates during hours that accommodate
my organization's work schedule 4 2

Provides after-hour maintenance
personnel 5 5

Provides training programs to suit
my organization's needs 6 6

1 - Most important or best performed

ImPORTAnc AND PRFORNANxc RANKINGS FOR
INVORMTION AVAILAILITY CRITRIA

Order of Order of
Item Importance Preformance

Provides information on projected
vehicle repair completion times 1 2

Provides information on scheduled
maintenance 2 1

Provides information on changes to
projected repair completion times 3 5

Provides information on maintenance
policies 4 3

Minimizes the effort to reach maintenance
service personnel by telephone 5 4

Provides information on changes to
maintenance policies 6 6

1 - Most important or best performed
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IMPORTANCE AND P•RFORMANCE RANKINGS FOR
PROFESSSlOMALISM OF VLHICLZ MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL

CRITERIA

Order of Order of

Im Importance Preformance

Displays a willingness to help 1 3

Displays concern for customers 2 4

Displays courtesy 3 1

Displays enthusiasm 4 6

Displays military bearing 5 2

Meets military appearance standards 6 5

1 - Most important or best performed

IMPORTANCE AND PERFO•ANCE RANKINGS FOR
VEHICLz MAiNTENC TnLI=NSS CRITERIA

Order of Order of

Item Importance Preformance

Minimizes vehicle repair time 1 5

Minimizes total vehicle maintenance
processing time 2 4

Meets estimated vehicle repair schedule 3 6

Minimizes vehicle turn-in time 4 1

Minimizes vehicle pickup time 5 2

Minimizes time to answer my questions 6 3

1 - Most important or best performed
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IMPORTANCE AND PERFORNANCZ RANIKINGS FOR
V1BICLZ MAINTENANCI QUALITY CRITERIA

Order of Order of
itm Imrtance Preformance

Provides quality vehicle repairs 1

Fixes vehicle discrepancies the
first time 2 4

Performs reliable maintenance 3 2

Fixes all vehicle discrepancies
each visit 4 5

Fixes only customer identified
vehicle discrepancies each visit 5 3

1 - Most important or best performed
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